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ASPECTS OF ANIMAL INAG.E;HY IN CHARACT.ERIZA'l'ION
IN SELECTED FOEJVid Of<' iWB..c::RT BB.OwNI.:.\IG
by

Lynda T. Farrell

A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment
of the requirements for the degree of
Naster of Arts in Education at Longwood
College.

Lynda Jane Tomalonis, born February 17, 1948, daughter
of a working class couple of Lithuanian descent,· was raised
along with one older sister in the small rural community of
Tariffville, Connecticut.

She attended public schools in

this area and at the age of eighteen, with the support of her
parents, went to the university of Connecticut at Storrs,
Connecticut for two years.

The Vietnam war was then at its

helght and Lynda married high school sweetheart Alan Farrell
three months i:,rior to his depa:rture for Indochina.

uuring

his absence she continued her undergraduate studies and then
transferred to 'l'ufts University 1-.'.here her husband was to
continue graduate school.

boston and Cambriclge, i-iassachusetts

provided the various exciting actlvity availablo in a lar�e
u:-cban area, and life as wl re, !!lo the!' and wor.n:ing-s cud.ent
ma.de this time spent in :iassachusetts full ani..i. productive.
She served her student teachine .f;eriocl in a large secondary
school in Winchester, Massachusetts as a practical culmination
to a full undergrad.ua te career.
lier husband was hired to teach at riampcien-�yd.ney Colle�e,
and the family moved to Virgini11..

1'he closely knit commun-

i cy of Hampden Sydney and the rural beauty of frince Edward
County recalled memories of a happy childhood in the country,
while substitute teaching in Prince Edward area schools
�fforded a continuation of an interest in education.

A

desire to persue an education for self-improvement and. self
satisfaction led to enrollment in graduate courses in
English at Longwood College.

The study of literature with

Dr. Hosemary Sprague sparked a special interest in rlobert

Browning which inspired the master's thesis at Longwood.
During graduate school, employment for the Frince Edward
County Department of Social Services has led to a new
interest in the field of social work which will probably
result in further graduate study in this area.
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Art remains the one way possible
Of speaking truth • . .
wherein man nowise speaks to men,
Only to mankind • . .
So may you paint your picture, twice show truth,
Beyond mere i�agery on the wallSo note by note, bring music from your mind
Deeper than ever e'en Beethoven divedThe Ring and the Book
(p. 477, 839-861)-Robert Browning's art reflects truth through its vivid
character portrayals.

His attention often focuses upon a

character, traces his development as a person, and reveals
the strength, weakness, and inner quality not usually visible.
Browning stated in his dedication to "Sardella" that his
"stress lay on the incidents in the development of a soul:
little else is worth study.

This state!l'lent could refer to

11

almost all of his works, since character portrayal colors
his ear liest writings, "Pauline" and

11

.Faracelsus." and con

tinues through the great dramatic monologues of his later
life.

Although his early long poems and plays are not con

sidered successes, throughout his career he polishes his art,
and in particular the techniques of character portrayal.
The dramatic monologue remains Browning's most successful
method for character delineation, but his skillful use of
diction, syntax, rhythm., alliteration, and imagery creates
characters that "twice show truth."
Imagistic effects occur in all of Browning's poems, yet
The Hin� and the Book offers the most striking variety, for
this is just another way in which Browning reaches for truth:
by transforming the facts of

11

'rhe OJ.d Yellow Book 11 through

2.

the means of art.

"Art" involves in Browning's mind a syn

thesis of image. dramatic monologue, diction and snytax.
fark Honan says:

"In The hinp: and the Book. in effect, nine

different 'poets' are hard at ;,;ork consciously imaging each
other and in that very process �nconsciously revealing themThus, Browning pres:=nts the facts, but he embroid-

selves."

ers upon them by his applicatiJn of imagery to highlight
character and to discover trutr..
For the purposes of this s:udy, an image will mean essen
tially parallelism; when one c��ect is cited to summon up
intangible quRlities of anothe= object in order to clarify an
impression.

::i::nages can be cor:.c'=ptual or perceptual and an

analysis of imagery can help i� establishing authorship. in
makin8 a work mo1·e intelligible s.nd. in understanding the
author's natuTe.

Imagery used jy Browning includes plant,

animal, light, an,l color.
Although Browning uses ma�J different imagistic effects
throughout The Ring and the Eoo�. the most striking in rela
tion to ch�racter portrayal is �nimal imagery.

Brow�ing, as

a youth. expressed a great interest in and love for animals,
which later revealed itself in his poems.

Maisie Ward's

biography of Robert Browning te�ls of Browning's natural
t�lent with animals:
Ani�als were a passic� with browning and
he had an extraordina�y influence over
the:n. He amassed ir. :1is private collect
ion owls and monkeys, �agpies and hedge
hogs, an eagle and. t,,Q lg_:rge snakes . . . .
It is a rather rema��able case of hered
ity through at least :hree generations.

J.
inherited from his mother who could even
tame butterflies, passed on to her son
who could safely persuade a large snake
�o rema�n draped around his model for
Dryope.
Browning's talent is apparent in the way that he uses birds,
wolves, spiders, sheep and snakes to work for him in reveal
ing the truth about his characters.

He does so when he

paints a portrait of a man, giving him animal traits that
will mirror the inner qualities of that man.

This use of

animal imagery is not a new technique in the Nineteenth
Century, since it has been used by man to type hum::1.n beings
and their dispositions as early as the dawn of primitive
oral tradition.

�riters from the Middle Ages to the Victor

ian Age have been most significantly influenced by therio
�orphic conventions shown in the Bible, Aesop's fables,
Aristotle ana. Plj_ny's treatises on natural history, folk
drama, and festivals .

.F'or example, snakes and. serpents are

most often associated with evil, a connection that gained
its pre-eminence from the Biblical snake in the Garden of
Eden.

Craftiness or slyness is attributed to a fox, recall

ing the one in Aesop's fables or the main character of the
Reynard cycle of the l'<iiddle Ages.

Browning has drawn from

these traditions for character portrayal in his poems. in
order to give the reader insi8ht into the spirit and psych
ology of his characters.
Critics too often place undue emphasis on Browning's
use of the dramatic monologue as an important method to
expand or enhance the depth of his creations.

Although it is

4.
important, the dramatic monologue is only one means toward a
goal which Browning strives to meet by the use of various
literary techniques.

Although Park Honan has shown brief

interest in the particular element of animal imagery, this
subject remains as yet unexplored in terms of thorough criti
cal and comparative literary analysis.

In The Rin0 and the

Book, Browning's characters constantly compare other men to
animals and endow them -with sr,ecific animal traits.

A care

ful study of this device will reveal the inherent qualities
in Browning's characters that will emerge, illumined by the
clarity of method.
An

examination of "Fra Lir:po Lippi,"

f,,edium" and

11

89.liban upon Setebos"

11

1•ir. Sludge:

the

uncovers a plethora of

animal images comparable with those in 'l'he Ring and the Book.
These dramatic monol0gues also show, as does The Ring and the
Book, the important role of theriomorphic traits in the inspi
ration of poetic parallelism.
Lippi," "hr. Sludge:

Thus, the poems "Fra Lippo

the Medium," "Caliban upon Setebsos"

an� The Ring and the Book lend themselves to analy8is by the
following process:

Birst. an identification of the symbolic

implications of the image; then from the analysis, a defini
tion of character in a particular speaker or person; finally
an attempt to explain Browning's moral and poettc theories
and his developr!lent as a poet.

'I'hi s study wi 11 focus on the

intricate and subtle manner in which Browning, using animal
images, can paint characters realistically and at the same

time "paint the souls of men." ( "Fra Lip_po Lippi 11).

"F?..A LIF .l:'O LifrI"

"Fra Lippo Lippi" is one pa.rt of Browning's collection
of works entitled Men and Wome� published in

1855.

The title

of the volume hints that the s:ress in the poems will be
placed mainly on character.

"?ra Lippo Lippi" demonstrates

the complexities of the develc:;::nent of the ind.ividual char
acter.
"Fra Lippa Lippi" is perhaps one of Browning's most
memorable drama tic monologues :::�rom the fvlen and women volume 9.
because the friar comes alive :�rough Browning's use of the
dramatic monologue and his ski:lful application of imagery.
'I'he imagery within this poem is largely concrete, earthy and
sensual, and is drawn mainly fTom natural and animal traits.
'l'he speaker uses the images to d.eGcribe himself and others;
azrl through an examination of :�em, the reader can sense the
speaker's character, and comp.:c-e:iend the people about whom he
talks.
The poem opens in medias

!'':)S

with Florentine guards

seizing a monk who had been war.Qering in the night through a
lower class section of town.

?ra Lippo Lippi, however,

treats his capture without emc.s.rra.ssment, and confidently ad.
.mits that he is a monk.

He sue�ests sarcastically that the

guards go to his cloister to verify his identity, and to carry
out their conscientious, noctu.::-�al efforts on the monks of
the monastery.

With this orde� �ra Lippa Lippi uses a meta

phor to suggest his brothers' �ypocritical actions that
occur in the monastery on suet an evening:
harry out, if ��::::J. must show your zeal
�hatever rat, there. haps on his wrong hole,

6.
And nip each softline; of a wee white mouse,
"Weke, weke!" that's crept to keep him
company!
( 11. 8-11)
To any Vic toriF.1.n mi nci,

11

rat II woula. signify the dirty scaven

gers that secretively scuffled amongst the cities of hngland
during the Nineteenth Century, bringing disease and death
with them.

Thus, when Fra Lippe Lippi uses "rat" to describe

the unchaste monks. he su¥,gests that they are unclean and
underhanded about their lives with women.

'l'he rat's choice

of vie ti.m "a wee ;,;hite mouse 11 -small, helpless, innocent,
implies the salaciousness of some of the monks.

Thus the

ima3e used here displays the frankness of Pra Lippe Lippi
concerning the hy;:ocrisy of his brother monks.
However, on first learning that Fra Lippa Lippi is a
m.oak, the reacler is immediately aware of the inconsistancy
of a monk's wandering in the streets at night.

Homa A. h.ing

Jr. says,
The situation and the terms are symbolic.
The street and the monastery represent
apparently contradictory forces, both
religious and artistic, which Lippa is
challenged to reconcile. They pose a
tension between sensuous beauty and
animal passion, on the one hand, and
self-abnegatiQn and spiritual discipline
on the other. J
This comment represents the conflict in the character, the
moral battle that he must wage in the development of his
soul.

However, Roma King also says that Fra Lippo Lippi

feels that his life in the streets is one of his short
comings and that he must "bribe, threaten, and wheedle his

way out of an embarrassing situation."

4

On the whole, that

is not an accurate description of this monk.

Browning did

not intend for him to be pictured as a chili caught with his
hand in the cookie jar, and t�en left with a feeling of
guilt.

Instead, Fra Lippo Li;;;i is a confid.ent and vital

man who enjoys life passionately.

He is not embarra·ssed

about his situatiun, but is honest and open about it.

Fra

Lippo Lippi is different from �is brothers; he does not deny
his desires for earthly beaut�.- and pleasure.

He is confi

dent that his desires are norc�l, and that he should not be
persecuted for them.

He expresses this innocence evoking

the image of a game net, when ::e says to the guards:
Zooks, ar� we pilchc.::."d.s, that they sweep
the streets,
And count fair prize what comes into their
net?
( 11. 23-24)
�his use of the term "pilchards," which describes a cheap,
common fish, shows the indigna::ion Fra Lippo Lippi feels at
being ciptured and considered guilty:
what comes into their net?"

"count fair prize

i:'1.is irriage substantiates the

fact that he does not feel hi:::sel:f to be a common or base
man because of his actions. -5y this time Fra Lippa Lippi
has made the guards feel a bi� guilty about their capture
of him.

In fact, they do try to "make amends II and their

apologetic attitude raises Fra Lippo Lippi's confidence so
that he calls them "hangdogs" (1. 27) implying that their
characters are such that they ��e fit only to be hanged like
dogs.

Despite his remarks to :ne guards, �ra Lippa Lippi

8.
fears no recriminations and, in fact, becomes all the more
talkative, telling the guards more about himself.
He says to the guards:
within my mew" (l. 46).

"I've been three weeks shut

He uses this image to imply that he

had been prisoned like a hawk in a pen by Master Cosimo of
the hedici. who wanted him to paint under such confining and
unnatural conditions.

The animal-imprisonment theme shows

both the natural and innate inclination of a being. human or
animal. for its freedom, and evokes simultaneously the brutish
character of the �aster, who is compared to a master of
hounds in his ruthlessness.

It was at such a time when Fra

Lippe Lippi heard the gayity of the carnival, and the sound and
sight of three slim shapes "Like the skipping of rabbits by
moonlight 11

{

1. 59) that came by his window.

'l'hi.s image sug-

gests the frivolous yet beautiful and natural movements of
young girls.

Because the friar was immediately drawn toward

this natural beauty and part of life. it intimates a sensuous
love of beauty, gayity and frivolity.

Skipping of rabbits

by moonlight suggests a natural and instinctive occurance,
and reminds one of the rabbit's proclivities; thus Fra Lippo
Lippi's desire to join them would be considered a natural
instinct for him.
The friar then asks, "What am I a beast for?" (1. 80).
He only aslrn why his actions should be considered crude and
animal-like, whereas Easter Cosimo's indescretions go virtu
ally unnoticed.

Fra Lippa Lippi relates a story of his

poor boyhood spent·starving in the streets, only to be saved
from hunger and c·:>ld by joining the monastery.

This story

shows good reason for Fra Lipfc Lippi's choice in taking refuge
in the monastery.

He describes his boyhood as follows:

But, mind you, when a boy starves in the
streets
Eight years together, as my fortune was,
watching folks faces to know who will fling
The bit of half-stri;ped grape-bunch he desires,
And who will curse o� kick him for his pains,
Which gentleman processional and fine,
Holding a candle to :r,e Sacrament,
Will wink and let hi= lift a plate and catch
The droppings of the �ax to sell again,
Or holla for the Eigt: and have him whipped,-
How say I? nay, whic� dog bites, which lets
drop
His bone from the hea� of offal in the street
(11. 112-123)
In the concluding lines of this soction, he likens the char
acter of people to dogs saying :hat some people are mean and
cruel to others and will not s��re of their wealth, while
some give willingly of their ffie�ger offerings.

Thus Fra

Lippo Lippi learned at an early age to judge the character
of people by reading their faces, and his recollection of
the faces, so vivid and import&�t to him in his youth. came
out in his absent-minded soraw:i_::.ngs and drawings during his
lessons at the monastery.

Alttough it was suggested that

he be expelled from the monaste::-y, the Prior said that they
would "Lose a crow and catch a :;,.::1.rk 11

(

1. 137).

He had use<i

this contrast between an ugly, 3.i'ikward bird with a beautiful,
graceful bird to suggest that :�ey might lose a poor monk,
but they instead would have a :�lented artist to beautify
their church.
Thus, as the story contin�=s, the reader learns that

10.
because of his love of nature and beauty and his early and
difficult life in the streets, Fra Lippe Lippi painted with
a realism heretofore unknown in ecclesiastical paintings.
He is admonished for his all-too--life-like paintings and is

told to "forget there's such a thing as flesh/Your business
is to paint the souls of men-" (1. 182-183).

Later he

uses an elaborate animal image to describe his cavorting and
his idea of realism:
The old mill horse, out at grass
After hard years, throws up his stiff heals so,
Although the miller does not preach to him
The only good of grass is to make chaff.
What would men have? Do they like grass or no
:May they or mayn't they? All I want is the thing
(11. 254-260)
Settled forever one way.
Donald Hair in Browning's Exoeriments with Genre says
that "Fra Lippe Lippi 11 is "a portrayal of the confident new
outlook that marked the shift from the Mid�le Ages to the

Renaissance.115
and art.

This new outlook extended into both religion

Thus, 6n the surface,

11

.Fra Lippe Lippi" brings

forth a valid criticism of Christianity.

The Prior and his

views represent the austere Christian life of the Middle
Ages, while Fra Lippa Lippi is human nature with its natural
desires.

Fra Lippo Lippi sees and enjoys God's world:
The beauty and the wond,er and the power,
The shapes of things, their colors, lights
and shades,
Changes, surprises,--and God made it all!
( 11. 28J-285)

iie is a likeable, outgoing character, and one cannot but
agree with his manner of living.

On the other hand, some of

li.

his brothers pretend to live holy lives, while secretly en
joying the pleasures of the world.

Fra L1ppo Lippi says of

this:
You tell too many lies and hurt yourself:
You don't like what you only like too much.
(1. 261-262)
This hypocrisy also extends to the church members pictured in
the poem:
the breathless �ellow at the alter-foot,
Fresh froCT his murder, safe and sitting there
With the little children round him in a row
Of admiration, half for his beard, and half
For thEJ.t white anger of his victims son
Sinking a fist at hi� with one fierce arm,
Signing himself with the other because of Christ.
( 11. 149-154)
Finally, when the Prior rejects Fra Lippe Lippi's realistic
painting, it shows only that he rejects life itself.

To Fra

Lip po Lippi, the i1i'orld is all too beautiful to deny, and he
shows throughout the poem that it is impossible for man to
hold onto the medieval ideals o;_� Christianity:
and life's too big to pass for a dream.

11

(

"The world

1. 251).

On close examination of t.r:e character of Fra Lippo
Lippi, one discovers Robert Browning's theories of art, for
through Lippi, Browning was defending his own view of art •
. fra Lippo Lippi defends his be::..ief in the beauty of nature
and the realistic portrayal of it.

He ·believed that realism

and portraiture could evoke, t��ough carefully-observed
traits or quirks, the spiritual and emotional qualities of
the subject:

12.
Now is this sense I ask?
A fine way to paint soul, by painting body
So ill the eye can't stop ther, must go further
And can't fare worse! • • .
Why can't a painter lift each foot in turn,
Left foot and right foot, go a double step,
hake his flesh liker and his soul more like,
Both in their order? . . •
Can't I take breath and try to add life's flash,
And then add soul and heighten them threefola?
( 11. 198-214)
As a youth Browning was exposed to art books in his
father's library and famous works of European masters in near
by Dulwich Gallery.

One particular book, Gerard de Lairess's

het Groot Schilderboek (The Art of Fainting in All Its
Branches) was of most interst to .Browning, and from it he
learned to observe details • . . . He learned
that the physical elements of nature have
psychological equivalents for the beholder
which become in the representations of
the p�inter-or the poet--a language6
to express emotions and even ideas.-Therefore, these theories of art are not only for painting,
but can be extended to literary arts such as poetry.

Browning's

character portraits are so realistic and so vivid as to reveal
the soul of the character to the reader, and through admira
tion of character the reader can find his own soul.

Fra

Lippa Lippi substantiates the fact that in the contemplation
of beauty and admiration of art one can find soul.
If you get simple beauty and naught else,
You get about the best thing God invents
That's somewhat, and you'll find the soul
you have missed,
�ithin yourself, when you return him thanks.
(11. 217-220)

".MR. SLUDGE:

THE MEDIUM"

13.
"Mr. Sludge:

The l•1edium", when first published in

Dramatis Personae in 1864, was thought to be merely an
attack upon spiritualism and specifically upon Daniel Home,
the American medium.

Spiritualism was popular in Ensland

during Browning's life-time, and his wife �lizabeth rlarrett
Browning was greatly interested in its, much to Browning's
dismay.

In 1855, Robert and Elizabeth rlrowning attended a.

seance conducted by Daniel rlome, which caused Elizabeth to
believe more firmly in spiritualism, and which convinced
Robert Browninp; that all mediums were frauds.

Browning also

openly expressed his disbelief to Home, and at this time
wrote "Nr. Sludge:

The iv,edi um", a poem which he neve:r

showed to blizabeth, and which was published only after her
death.
"Mr. Sludge:

The Medium" is the defense of a meaium

against accusations of spiritual fraud.

'The medium at first

confesses his trickery, then tries to justify it, and then
elevates his deceptive practices by saying that as long as
they please the audience these practices are good.

Through

out this dramatic monologue, Sludge unknowingly reveals his
character by the use of animal images.

Through an examina

tion of this imagery, one can see the real character of
Sludge slowly emerge.
In the beginning of the poem, Mr. Sludge is threatened
with exposure of his quackery, and he jumps to his o...,m
defense by blaming the others for making him turn to trickery
to earn money.

&ludge uses vile and refulsive images to

describe his reaction to beine treated ungraciously by his

patron.

-Lt is his way of saying to Hiram Horsefall that he

will defend himself at the expense of hurting his patron:
"Tread on a worm. it turns. si�!/If I turn, Your fault! 11
(11. 72-73).

Whether he has realized it or not. he has pic

tured himself as the "worm", here, perhaps a hint at his own
character, and an example of a�bivalency.

He describes his

patron as a self-satisfied, mc�eyed gentleman; an irresist
ible target for the fortune see�er.

The image pictures the

wealthy gentleman as a clever a!ld cocky bird, sitting on his
own perch and puffing out his cnest and feathers with self'contentment:
So clever. while you cling by half a claw
To the perch whereon you puff yourselves at roost,
Such piece of self-co�ceit as serves for perch
Because you chose it, so it must be safe.
Oh. otherwise you're sharp enough! You spy
Who slips, who slides, who holds by help of wing,
Wanting real foothol�, who can't keep upright
On the other perch. :;rour neighbor chose, not you:
(11. 87-94)
The term '.1 peacoek 11 in the follc�'i'ing quote also signifies the
pretensiousness of this man:

"Show--what I call your pea

cock-perch, pet post/ To strut, and spread the tail, and
squawk upon!" (11. 155-156).

?ne bird image continues as

small group meetings of the wealthy gentl�man's friends are
likened to the social habits o: aviary species flocking
together for mutual admiration.

Sludge admits that the best

way to gain the wealthy man's :aver and money was to pretend
to be a medium.
liarly, as

11

At first, the �edium is referred to fami

David 11 , and is taken into this rather closed

society whereiri he gains contro: over them: "So David holds the

circle. rules the roost" (1. 181)
Although Sludge later admits that he controlled the
group with deception. he treats the accusation lightly say
ing that he meant no harm by the prank and that he really
did not consider it a lie.

He describP-s his scheme through

the following theriomorphic analogy:
Though I say. 'lies' all these, at this first
stage.
Tis just for science sake: I call such grubs
By the name of what they'll turn to. dragon
flies.
Strictly, it's what good people style unt�uth;
but yet, so far, not quite the full-grown thing:
It's fancying, fable-making, nonsense-v:ork--
What never meant to be so very bad-The knack of story-telling, brightening up
Bach dull old bit of fact that drops its shine.
( 11. 185-19 .3)
Sludge suggests that he has merely used his imagination and
knowledge of trickery to embellish the truth and make his
work beautiful, interesting, and meaningful to his audience.
In another angle of defense, Sludge (as did Fra Lippa
Lippi). also played upon the compassion of his listeners by
saying that he was poor and mistreated, and that by pleasing
his patron, he found himself coddled and pampered.

Can one

blame Sludge for-using simple deception to gain a comfortable
life?

Sludge elaborates his situation using the following

analogy:
Why, take the quietest hack
Cram him with corn a month,
Among his mates on a bright
With the turf to treaci.; see
A caper in him, if te bucks

and stall him up,
then out �ith him
April morn
if you find or no
or bolts!
( 11. 294-298)

lo.
This analogy is strikingly similar to Fra Lippa Lippi's
i·'iill horse�'.

11

old

when Sludge comp2.res himself to a "hack", a term

connoting an old, useless work horse, he suggests that, if
such a horse is provided with celicacies for any length of
time, it is apt to react in a :rivolous and unusual manner.
Thus he implies that in becomi�� accustomed to the delica
cies of the wealthy, he had to come up with some tricks in
order to remain in their favor.

By his use of low-life

images such as "worm, 11 "hack, 11 s.nd

11

grub 11 to describe him-.

self and his idea.s, Sludge is f:-eely admitting his baseness •.
The peacock image used for Horsefall, on the other hand,
contrasts with Sludge's charac:er, as it reveals tlorsefall's
vanity.

Sludge could easi.ly p:..erce Horsefall's character,

and, since he was a clever feL:.2-,,1,. he never let an opportun
ity for hi.s own advancement sl:.._;,.
curry Horsefall's favor.

rte became a medium to

Even :he name Horsefall suggests

a certain dullness of mind and isplies that the patron might
be easily led and controlled by Sludge's trickery.

Sludge

uses the horse analogy once age.in to expound upon truth and
the character of the sceptic iL the group:
There's something in real truth (explain
who can)
One casts a wistful eye at, like the horse
��ho mopes beneath sti..;_:�fed hay-racks and won't
munch
Because he spies a cc�� bag; hang the truth,
It spoils all dainties proffered in its place?

(11. J82-J86)

Later Sludge shows more cc�:idence and seems to threat
en his patron when he relates :�e tale of a cobbler
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who was an informer for the government and uses an animal
image to compare the cobbler's seconcl trade to his own.
tlis trade was, throwing thus
His sense out, like an ant-eater's long tongue,
Soft, innocent, warm, moist, imFas�ible,
And when 'twas crusted o'er with creature-slick,
Their juice enriched his palate.
'Could not Sludge!'
( 11. 539-543)
This unpalatable image describes how underhanded Sludge could
be in gathering information about people and then using it in
his work as medium.

Because of the details Sludge knows

about "the rotten" in his audience, he guesses that they
would not blame him for his deception for fear of the conse
ouences that he will bring upon them:
He may cheat at times;
That's in the medium-nature, thus they're made,
Va.in and vindictive, cowards, prone to scratch.
And so all cats are; still, a cat's the beast
You coax the strange electric sparks from out.
(11. 556-563)
These lines reinforce the idea of the medium's vindictiveness,
and suggest that everyone must abide by his cheating to gain
the benefits of his unusual psychic power.
Sludge admits the evil that he could provoke towards the
little self-satisfied group, but notes that he was contTolled
by his patron.
Snap at all strangers, you half-tamed
prairie-dog,
So you cower duly at your keeper's nod!
Cat, show what claws were made for, muffling
( 11. 576-579)
them only to me!

"half-tamed prairie dog" and

II

s:ww what claws were made for"

suge;est that iiorsefall wished .::i!:i to be vindictLre and decep
tive toward others a.nd d.eferen-::ial toward his patron and his
wishes.

Sludge explodes, damn:ng his patron for controlling

him as he did:
Don't talk of gratit��e to me! For what?
For being treated as s. showman's ape.
Encouraged to be wic�ei and made sport,
Fret or sulk, grin o� �himper, any mood
So long as the ape be in it and no man{ 11. 599-60.3)
�ludge now places the blame fo� ieception upon his patron for
making him act for t.he enterta::-E.ent of others.

Sludge

compares his oi•in part in this .,.., that of an animal who does
tricks at his master's whims, a.:: animal that does not know
hur1a.n self-respect and dignity.
Then Sludge returns once &iain to the bird image to assert
that his patron's friends had �.::eir fun with him and through
him gained distinction among tr:�ir friends because of their
new knowledge of the spirit wor::..i.
'I'hey've fed fat
Their self-conceit w�:�h else had starved:
what chance
Save this, of cacklin; o'er a golden egg
And compassing distin�:ion from the flock,
Friends of a feather? ( 11. 641-645)
.::jludge concludes that they have .:.o grounds for com_{.;laint now.
for they used him for their agg�andizement at the price of
:respect.
Sludge then shows that he :s of ¼orthy character and not
just a ''showman's ape."

He def-::,_is himself with lengthy
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evidence saying that he may have cheated somewhat, but that
he still does believe in the spiritual world and in omens.
Although he perforos his occult tricks, there is some truth
in his art.
Fut a chalk egg beneath the clucking hen,
She'll lay a real one, laudable deceived
Daily for weeks to come. I've told my lie,
And seen truth follow.
( 11. 1J07-1Jl0)
.He uses this analogy to justify his position by admitting that
he may have told them a lie to begin with, but that the lie
brought forth truths.
The medium elevates his profession by stating that it
takes a special person to be able to reaci omens and know of
the spiritual world.

The following quotation sums up the

prerequisites of a ffiedium-nature:
Be lazily alive,
Open-mouthed, like my friend the ant-eater,
Letting all nature's loosely-guarded motes
Settle and, slick, be swallowed! Think yourself
The one i' the world, the one for whom the world
Was made, expect it tickling at your mouth!
Then will the swarm of buzzing flies,
Clouds of coincidence, break egg-shell, thrive,
Breed, multiply, and bring you food enough.
(11. 1059-1066)
Sludge explains that his ability to see th� spiritual world
is instinctive, whereas others are blind to this talent.
Say, I was born with flesh so sensitive,
Soul so alert, that practice helping both,
I guess what's going on outside the veil,
Just as a prisoned crane feels pairing-time
In the islands where his kind are, so must fall
To capering by himself soIBe shiny night
As if your back-yard were a plot of spice-
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Thus am I 'ward o' tne spirit-world: while you,
Blind as a beetle t�at way.
( 11. 1242-1250)
Throughout this dramatic :;onologue, Sludge unknowingly
reveals his character througfl �is use of animal images.

His

continual use of lowly and ref�lsive animal forms for descrip
tion and comparison reflect his o.-in personality.

0

worm."

"hack," "ant-eater's long tongue . . . crusted o'er with
creatures-slick" all aptly af;.i:,ly to Sludge's low social posi
tion and his inherent potential for evil.

w·hen Sludge admits

that he is "prone to scratch" and. will "snap at all strangers,
he confirms his vindictiveness.
of

11

11

Eis name alone, a combination

mud 11 and "slush. 11 has a re_;;ulsive connotation and imme

diately leaves a negative impression of its bearer.
Although Sludge was confessing his trickery throughout
the poem, he still was not bei�g truly repentent for his
deception.

He was still toyi�6 with Horsefall, only attempt

ing to soothe him so that he hould not expose him to others.
His little game with Horsefall eT.erges at once when in one
sentence Sludge says, "Good-nigh�! Bl-1-less you, sir!(l.

499),

and as soon as Horsefall leaves the room. Sludge says of him,
"R-r-r, you brute-beast and blackguard!
(1. 500).

Cowardly scamp!"

Slud6e even fabrica:es a story to use against

iiorsefall in case he should ex�ose Sludge as a quack.
Sludge admits his own deceptio� when he says:
Begin elsewhere, ane�!
Boston's a hole, th� �erring-pond is wide,
V-notes are somethi�g, liberty still more.
Beside. is he the o�:y fool in the world?
(11. 1522-1525)
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tet, Sludge emerges unscathed from his little exchange with
horsefall only because of his skill in elocution.

One can

almost infer that Browning is not entirely ill-disposed
toward him;

Sludge slickly rationalizes his trickery so

that one finds him at best a weak and sophistic parasite.
Browning's images show that he does not admire such a charac
ter, but that he does understnad him. and presents his
wheedling behavior to us with at least minimal ambivalence.
Sludge's justifications for his trickery are well plan
ned.

He compares his medium-work to art and himself to a

literar;:,r artist:
poet.

11

11

so 1 Sludge lies!/ Why. he's at worst your

(11. 14J4-14J6).

He equates his deception to the work

of poets and writers by saying that it is merely a form of
11

story-telling" to delight his audience.

He argues that his

work should not be considered fraudulant if a poet can refer
to his own poems as;
(1. 1464).

11

Tis fancy all; no particle of fact."

Sludge adds that if a poet can receive praise for

his works of fancy, then so should Sludge.
lsob_l Armstrong's criticism of

11

hr. Sludge:

The

Nedium 11 suggests that Browning has used Sludge to question

the function of the artist. 7

Sludge has made it appear that

the aim of the artist is to weave stories out of lies and
lull his audience into a world of fantasy.

Because he com

pares his work to art, one must ask if the artist through his
work has the power of corruption that Sludge holds.

Sludge

states the purpose of his art, and one cannot help feeling
the destructiveness of such an accomplishment:
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And you arrive at t�e palace all half real,
And you, to suit it, less than real beside,
In a dream, lethargic �ind of death in life
(11. 1415-1417)

"CALinAi-.J u .f'oN sETEBos 11

2J.
The opening stanza of "Caliban upon Setebos" pictures a
crude beast-like creature wallo�ing in the mud.

His primitive

nature is revealed through the words and phrases used to
describe his actions. such as "sprawl • • • Flat on his
belly" (11. 1-2) and

11

now a flower drops with a bee inside,/

And now a fruit to snap at catch and crunch,- 11 (11. 10-11).
Also the setting is described in natural rather than technical
or sophisticated terms which further explain the simplicity
of this creature and his surro;_;_ndings •
terms are:

11

sr11all eft-things,

r:

11

.examples of these

sunbeams cross/ And recross

ti11 they weave a spider-web" ( 11. 12-12) • and

II

snaky sea 11

(1. JO). Caliban also implies �hat he is on the level of
beasts in the order of creation, because he lists himself
with all the lower-order animal creations.

The following

animals are described in their primitive and repulsive
manner of hunting.
'Thinketh, he made t�ereat the sun, this isle,
Trees a,nd the fowls nere. beast and creeping
thing.
Yon otter, sleek-wet, black, lithe as a leech;
Yon auk. one fire-eye in a· ball of foam,
That floats and feeds; a certain badger brown
He hath watched hunt with that slant white
wedge eye
By moonlight; and the pie with the long tongue
That pricks deep into oakwarts for a worm,
And says a plain word when she finds her prize,
But will not eat t�� ants; the ants themselves
That build a wall of seeds and settled stalks
About their hole- Ee made all these and more.
Made all we see.- and. us. in spite:"
( 11. 44-56)
From the first stanza the reader learns that there is a
higher being in control of this lower-order creature. and
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that this being instills fear in him.

He feels that he can

only talk about this "God" in his absence.
Because to talk about Him. vexes--ha.
Could He but know! and tirne to vex is now,
�hen talk is safer thEn in winter-time.
(11. 17-19)
•rhen he begins to muse upon the nature of this God. Setebos: 8
He hated that He cannot change His cold,
Nor cure its ache.
'Hath spied an icy fish
That longed to 'scape the rock-stream where
she lived,
And thaw herself within the lukewarm brine
O' the laxy sea her stream thrusts far amid.
A crystalspike 'twixt two warm walls of wave.
Only, she ever sickened. found repulse
At the other kind of water, not her life,
(Green-dense and dim-delicious, bred o' the sun)
Flounced back from bliss she was not born to
breathe.
And in her old. bounds buried her despair,
Hating and loving warmth alike: so He.
(11. J2-4J)
Caliban compares Setebos to an °icy fish" that cannot change
his cold-blooded nature.

He yearns for warmth yet cannot

survive in it so he hates it.

Setebos creates the island

with the same ambivalence toward it, hating and loving it
because of its warm sunlight.
Caliban continues the monologue about himself and Setebos
by implying that he and all the animals of the island are
victims of this God's will.

He refers to the creations of

Setebos as "mere playthings" and stresses his cruelty to
them when he says "Because, so brave. so better though
they be,/ It nothing skills if He begins to plague."
(11.

66-67).

Then, Caliban, musing in a drunken state.
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imagines that he is Setebos ma�ing a bird.
majestic as

11

His bird will be

he hath wings,/Ar:e great comb like the hoopoe's

to admire" (11.78-79), but he �ill be made to carry out the
evil will of his creator.
Fly to yon rock-top, nip me off the horns
Of grigs high up tha: make the merry din,
Saucy through their veined wings, and mind me not.
(11. 82-84)
His ability to imagine such an atrocity shows Caliban's own
cruelty and also his conceptio:1 of what he believes Setebos
would do.

Setebos' cruelty a�� his control over the animals

of the island is depicted in t�e way in which Caliban thinks
that he would treat an injured. ·e>i rd pleading to have his
bro�en leg repaired:
Well, as the chance �ere, this might take or else
Not take my fancy: I might hear his cry,
And give the mankin :�ree sound legs for one,
Or pluck the other o::, leave him like an egg,
And lessoned he was =ine and merely clay.
(11. 90-94)
The evil of the situation is a;parent in that Setebos' will
is executed without reason or ::eaning, and in a haphazard
manner.

He punishes one and re�ards another for no specific

reason.
'Am strong myself co=;ared to yonder crabs
That march now from ::1e mountain to the seai
'Let twenty pass, ar.:. stone t_he twenty-first,
Loving not, hating net, just choosing so.
'Say, the first stra�3ler that boasts purple spots
Shall join the file, one pincer twisted off;
'Say this bruised fe:�ow shall receive a worm,
And two worms he whose nippers end in red;
As it likes me each �ime, I do: so He.
( 11. 100-108)
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Caliban executes such punishment on these animals because he
is stronger than they are, so he must assume that, because
Setebos is all-powerful, he also must use his power in such
a manner.
Caliban justifies Setebos' ruthlessness by saying that
he can do what he wishes and not be judged ri�ht or wrong,
for he is God.

For example, a pipe of pithless elder-joint

is personified and talks to Setebos:
I am the crafty thing,
11 1 catch the birds,
I make the cry my maker cannot make
with his great round mouth; he must blow
through mine! 11
( 11. lL 3-125)
The pipe of pithless elder-joint notes that he is superior to
Set�bos in one way, and the God envies this.

Believing that

creations should do nothing except submit to their God,
Caliban says:
(1. 126).
Setebos.

''Jould not I s,:iash it with my foot?

So Re."

He is saying that he would destroy it and so would
This demonstrates that Setebos is an omnipotent

god who wants no being to use power greater than his own,
unless he instructs him to do so.

Setebos' rationalization

for punishr.rient is that these creatures here made with
weaknesses which make it easy to harass them.

If they were

not meant to be harmed they would have been made without
these vulnerable areas.
Who made them weak, meant weakness Ee might vex •
.tiad he meant other, while his hand was in,
Why not make horny eyes no thorn could prick,
Or plate my scalp with bone against the snow,
Or overscale my flesh 'neath joint and joint,
Like in ore's armor? (11. 172-177)
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Therefore all the beings were made to be inferior to God, and
they were endowed with weaknesses.

These weaknesses permit

::letebos to have control over them.
Caliban then recounts some situations to prove how
Setebos misuses power,--Caliban says that each creature
must discover how to please Setebos or wlse be a victim of
his wrath.

He uses natural animal actions to prove his

point.
'Spareth a squirrel that it nothing fears
But steals the nut from underneath my thumb,
And when I threat, bites stoutly in defence;
'Spareth an urchin that contrariwise,
Curls up into a ball, pretending death
For fri�ht at my approach: the two ways please.
But what would move my choler more than this,
That either creature counted on its life
To-morrow and next day and all days to come,
Saying, forsooth, in the inmost of its heart,
"Because he did so yesterday with me,
And otherwise with such another brute,
So must he do henceforth and always."-- Ay?
Would teach the reasoning couple what 11 must" means!
Doth as he likes, or wherefore Lord? So He.
( 11. 226-240)
These actions prove the unpredictable nature of this god, and
also show his enormous ego.

His decisions and his actions

result from no logical reasoning, but only by the fact that
he i·s a god, and therefore does what he desires.

Caliban's dam

asserts that this punishment even continues in a- hell-like
atmosphere, forShe says that even after death "He both plagued
enemies and feasted friends." (1. 252).

Most surely the

happiness of his creations will anger the �od, whereas
creatures who fear him seem to gain his favor.

28.

'Sees. himself.
Yonder two flies, with purple films & 1..i pink
Bask on the pompion-bell above: kills both.
'Sees two black painful beetles roll their ball
On head and tail as if to save their lives:
Moves them the stick away they strive to clear.
1

(11. 257-262)

Caliban feels that fear of Setebos will save him, so he
cringes under the threat of his wrath, and promises to make
a sacrifice to Setebos to appease his anger.
"Cali ban upon Setebos 11 abounds with references to ani
mals, probably because Caliban, the primitive creature of the
islRnd and the speaker, makes coffiparisons and gives examples
from elements most familiar to hi�.

His images often con

cern primitive anim3.ls and those conmen to a i�arm maritime
environment.
and "auk."

Some examples are "icy fish, 11

crabs 1

"

"birds,"

Caliban's character is drawn throur::h the use of

his animal im�ges.
and unjust.

11

Caliban is seen as primitive, cruel,

Just as his imagistic language arises from his

environment and knowledge cf himself, so does his conception
of God.

The character of Sete·::JOs is carefully drawn through

what Caliban imagines him to be.

'l'he be�inning or the poem

best sums up the reasoning for the character of Setebos.
Caliban has created the God fro□ what he knows best, himself;
a primitive, cruel, unjust creature:

"Thou thoughtest that

I was altogether such a one as thyself."
Critics have argued over �he meaning of Caliban, and
some, such as C.R. Tracy in his essay "Caliban upon Setebos, 11
show that the poem depicts a normal stage in man's evolu
tionary and religious develop!:!:e::-it.9

Others, like John

iioward in his ess[.;J.y "Caliban's :.iind," see it merely as a
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characterization.

Through an examination of the animal

images one leans towards the belief that the poem was written
as a characterization. but one used to satirize Calvinism and
the belief in the god of the Old Testament.10

"Caliban"

shows the unnecessary cruelty and unjust attitude of such
gods.

Calvinism and the Old Testament adhere to a �od that

is to be feared, as Caliban fears Setebos as a tyrannic God
who plays upon the weaknesses of all creations.

'l'he Old

Testament and Calvinism advocate punishment on earth and in
hell, as Sycorax believed, "after death/He both plagued
enemies and feasted friends" (11. 251-252).

The doctrine of

election is satirized in the following:
'An strong myself compared to yonder crabs
That march now from the mountain to the sea;
'Let twenty pass, and stone the twenty-first,
Loving not, hating not, just choosing so.
( 11. 100-lOJ)
"Thou thoughtest that I was altogether such a one as
thyself,n from Psalms 50:21, is a section of a list of sins
for which God condemns man.

'"l'hree thin�s hast thou done,

and kept silence; thou thoughtest that I was altogether such
an one as thyself:

but I will reprove thee, and set them in

order before thine eyes.

Now consider this, ye that forget

God, lest I tear you in pieces, and there be none to d.eliver."
(50:21-22).

Caliban is committing the sin of anthropo

morphizing God.

The Old Testament God also threatens to

tear his sinners to pieces which parallels Setebos' twisting
off the pincers of crabs and plucking off the leg of a bird.
These parallels prove that the Old 'I'estament God and Se�ebos
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are similiar, and thus when Browning creates Setebos he is
11
satirizing the cruel God of the Old Testament.
The evil
nature of Setebos also calls to mind the major characteristlcs
of the ancient philosophy of lrlanichaeisr.1.

The Nanichaean

philosophy taught that man is incurable evil and the only
way toward p;ood was through asceticism.

It emphasized the

dualism of good and evil and held that Jehovah was the God of
Evil and Christ the God of Good and that these forces both
were engaged in eternal warf�re.

One easily notices a

sirniliarity between this dualism and the characterization of
Setebos as evil and "the Quiet" as his foe.

Despite all,

one cannot help believe that flis is a satire of the rigid
Victorians and their cruel God when ona sees the irony of
Caliban cringing in fear of a God that he created in his
own likeness.

THE RING

A��;)
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"Fancy with fact is just one fact the more''
(I., 1. 458)
Browning's poetry stresses the im�ortance of the indi
vidual and reveals the special and intricate personalities
of characters by using images in various ways.
Lippi," "Mr. Sludge:

"Fra Lippe

The hedium" and "Caliban upon Setebos 11

show separate and significant variations of characterization
through the use of imagery.

In

11

Fra Lipµo Lippi 11 an exami

nation of the imagery substantiates the confidence and vital
ity that Lippi exhibits to the guards.

On the other hand

Sludge's monologue, supposedly a defense, reveals, ironi
cally, imagistic inconsistencies which undercut his honest
facade.

Caliban's use of images outlines his own character

and also forms a definite picture of another being from his
own point of view.
In The Ring and the Book Browning applies all of the
above techniques to reveal the character's personalities and
to discover the truth.

The main monologues are framed within

Book I, "The Hing and the Book" and Book II, "The Book and
the Ring", which express Browning's own thoughts on the Roman
murder story.

Book I introduces characters and outlines the

succession of events in the plot line.

In Book I the read.er

learns about Count Guido Franceshini, an impoverished noble
mar'r who wi she.s,

to add weal th to his noble background. so he

marries Pompilia whose parents, Violante and Fietro, are
wealthy but wish to enhance their social position.

Pompilia

and her parents live with Guido until his cruelty drives them
away. and they in turn attempt to retrieve the dowry by
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confessing to Guido that she is not their child. but an
illegitimate child of low birtt.

Pompilia remains with

Guido until she fears for the life of her unborn child and
convinces a young priest. Capo�sa�chi, to help her flee.
Guido has them arrested, but a�ter one month in a nunnery
Pompilia is free, and permitte::. to go to her parents.

When

Guido hears of the birth of Po=pilia's child he wants to be
sure that the child's inherita!:.�e from Violante and Pietro
will fall to him.

He goes to '.;r.eir home, kills .Pietro and·

Violante, and stabs Pompilia
pened.

i•;r..::i

lives to tell what has hap

Guido is arrested and condemned to die, an appeal

goes to Pope Innocent A.II who :::-efuses to pardon him, and he
is beheaded.
The episode is narrated f:::-�ffi different vantage points,
in particular by rtalf-tlorne, Ot�er half-rlome, and Tertium
Quid in separate monologues, e&�h representing a segment of
the populace in its interpreta:ion of the case, and also a
monologue for each major charac:er.

Book I also does fore

shadow the animal images that t�come important to the later
monologues; such as wolf and �o:::-m images in reference to
Guido.

The rema_ining books of I'he Hirni: and the Book present

a perplexing variety of opinio�3 on th� one plot which
causes the emphasis to change �0cording to the character's
p_erspective.

Thus imagery hel:;::s the reader to evaluate the

speaker and his perspective,

S8

that he may then weigh the

truth after hearing all the si�es of the story.

Browning

summarizes the eff'ecti veness E�::-.d. purpose of the twelve
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monologues when he says:
Truth, nowhere, lies yet everwhere in these-
Not absolutely in a portion, yet
Evolvable from the whole.
This, then, is the essence of Browning's doctrine as it
appears in his major poe�, for which, it would seem, the
elaboration and development of technique seen in part
through a brief study of

11

Fra Lipi,O Lippi", "Hr. Slude;e:

The

l•1edium", and "Caliban upon Setebos 11 were largely preparation.
Yet even a glance at these earlier texts reveals the emerging
and strengthened form, which no;•1 provides the characteriza
tions offered in The Rin� and t�e Book.

HALF- B.OHE
The i111agery that Browning eI!lploys in the monologue of
the Half-Rome speaker consists largely of snake metaphors to
d.escribe Pompilia and fox images used in relation to Capon
sacchi.

The implications of these images are largely depre

ciatory, and thus they readily show where the prejudices of
the Half-Rome speaker lie.

For exRmple, telling of the

birth of an heir to Violante a�d Fietro, he describes the
baby, Pompilia, as "a snake I spy/Settling itself i'the soft
of both your breasts." (p. J8, ll.2J2-2JJ).

This metaphor

may have come from the fable of tne man who warmed a serpent
in his bosom and later discovered its treacherousness.

Thus,

application of the metaphor to PoLl�ilia implies the possibi
lity of inherent evil in this innocent baby.

The baby

snuggles up to its mother, just as a snake also may innocent
ly coil up into a soft area, but the snake, although inno
cent-lookin�. at any mowent ca� be ready to strike and cause
death.
The snake metaphor referring to-Pompilia again occurs
when the speaker in "Half-Rome" refers to the relationship
between Pompilia and Caponsaccr..i:

"the snake Pompilia

writhed transfixed through al_l her spires" (p. 50-51, 11. 766-

787).

The prededing quotation follows. a laudatory reference

to Caponsacchi-, and thus preser:�s a direct contrast between
the two characters.

The snake imagery here suggests that

�ompilia, as the evil serpent in the garden of Eden. used all
her wiles to tempt Caponsacchi to renounce his priestly vows
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for her.
The�Half-tlomev speaker also disparages Violante's part
in the story.

The speaker likens Violante to a fisherman

who has no concern for the fate of his bait:
interest lies in what he can catch.

his only

Thus, Violante uses

Pompilia as bait in order to bring money into their family:
So with an angler's mercy for the bait,
Her minnow was set wriggling on its barb
And tossed to mid-stream;
(p. 39. 11. 270-273)
The minnow-bait here refers to Ponpilia in that she is a
small, delicate creature, yet as the shiny, glittery minnow,
she has the external beauty th�t woula attract a catch-
here, a rich nobleman.

Violante cioes not consider fompilia's

feelings, but is interested only in the quality of her
catch.
Also in relation to fishing imagery. words such as
"prey" and "So choice a catch'' {p. 40) are used to refer to
Guido.

These words imply that the speaker believes that

Guido is a nobleman worthy of any mother's daughter. while
at the same time the word »prey" pictures Guido as an
inriocent, unsuspect:lng victim of the evil and mercenary
trap of Violante.

Since Guido felt that his life had

been unlucky, he qui.ckly grasped at Violante's bait. hoping
that it would improve his situation in life:

"Such were

the pinks and grays about the bait,/Fersuaded Guido gulp
dmrn hook and all." (p. 40, 11. 339-340).

The preceding

quotation suggests that Guido put little thought into his

final decision; externally, tt� bait glittered in comparison
with his drab life, so that ir.. nis haste he also swallowed
the hook, hidden within the te=�ting bait.

"Hook" here

refers to Biolante and her evi� plan to gain status and
Nealth through Guiio.
Later in "Half-Rome" the :� i shing metaphor is used again
when the courts approve rompil:a's return to her parents'
house:
yes the pair
Who, as I told you , :irst had baited hook
With this poor gilde� fly �ompilia-thing,
Then caught the fis�. pulled Guido to the shore
And gutted him,--no>, found a further use
For the bait, would :�ail the gauze wings yet again
I' the way of what r.:::·,\· swimmer passed their stand.
(p. 63, 11. 1J4S-1J51)
Violante and Pietro are schemL-:2; once again to use fompilia
for their own advancement.

Gk:io already "gutted," in the

sense that they got everything Jut of him that they could,
Violante and Pietro now were rea::iy to try for a "new swimmer"
v'lith the same bait that had on:::e quickly attracted a catch
for them.
The speaker in "Half-Rome" defends Guido by stressing
Guido's belief that Caponsaccr.: had an evil intent toward
Pompilia.

Guido recalls signs Jf the furtive attempts

Caponsacchi made in ord�r to ���t with Fo�pilia.

Guido's

imagination sees Caponsacchi as an animal, quietly and
carefully stalking about Guido's villa, trying not to be
cau8ht in action .
. Back to mind come tr.:se scratchings at the granget
Prints of the paw ab:�t the outhouse . . • .
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the smell o' the fox,
'l'he musk o' the gallant.
(p. 51, 11. 813-817)
Although Caponsacchi takes pains to go about his rendez
voils in secret, Guido still senses that there is mischief
afoot.
The fox ima0ery is carried out in more detail when
Guido's friends attempt to ba::iish Guido's impression of
12
1
Caponsacchi as a foxish fiend.
'.1. he friends console Guido
by saying:
never dream,
Though he were fifty times the fox you fear,
He'd risk his brush for your particular chick,
When the wide town's his hen-roost?
(p. 51, 11. 8JO-8J2)
Guido's friends are saying that j_f Caponsacchi were as evil
as Guido believes him to be, he still would not risk his
life, or perhaps his acceptance with the people. for Guido's
�ife.

In the above quotation, Fompilia is likened to a

"chick", implying a young, tender morsel of a bird that
could be easily snapped up by a crafty fox.

Yet. Caponsacchi

has access to all the best women in town, and the quotation
implies his promiscuous use of all of them.
"Half-Rome''

does relate how Caponsacchi attempts to

defend himself by saying that at first he resisted Pompilia's
written letters to him and that he would not have sent to her
"the first flimsy 'Nord/0' the self-spun fabric some mean
spider-soul/Furnished forth'' (p. 59, 11. 1155-1157).

Capon

sacchi thus suggests that some evil person has fabricated
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these letters. and thus. Guido is compared to a spider who
weaves a web with the intent to trap victims. just as the
letters were meant to be a trap for Fompilia and Capon
sacchi.

Since throu�hout the �onologue Caponsacchi's char

acter has been sullied by the speaker, Caponsacchi's accusa
tions concerning Guido cannot be taken too seriously.
At the same time, the "aalf-rlome" monologue most defin
itely takes the side of Guido, and also seems to express a
definite prejudice against WOQen since rialf-Rome riiscredits
Pompilia's character as well as Violante's.

He also believes.

like Guido, that man should be the master of his home and
that a wife should be submissi7e to him:

"The rod hangs on

its nail behind the door" ( p. 67, 11. 1530).

The "Half-

Rome II speaker stresses the belief that a man should take
action against anyone attempting to court his wife rather
than allowing the law to deal -..:ith the offender.

'l'hus,

since the "Half-Home" speaker shares these same marital
beliefs as Guido, and also bec�use of the end of his mono
logue where he passes a wa!'nir:g to a man who has been flirt
ing with his own wife. the im;:lications in his monologue as
to a character's goodness or e¥il cannot be taken as truth.
Since he is involved in a sit�ation similiar to that of
Guido's, he will definitely s�o� compassion for the husband
and hate for the wife and her lover.

An exam_µle of this is

Half-Rome's approval of Guidc's final action against
Fornpilia:

Guido "revenged his own wrong like a gentleman"

(p. 67, 1. 1515).

O'l'llli.tl H1-;.LF-.KOh.E

"Other Half-.tlome" directly opposes
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Half·-tlome's" account,

in that its speaker clearly implies that Fompilia is an
innocent victim of Guido's wrath and innate cruelty.

The

animal imagery Browning uses in reference to the character
of Pompilia in this monologue usually takes the form of a
young bird, or a pure and innocent lamb; positive imagery
which shows Other Half-rlome's defense of fompilia in the
story.
Using the beautiful symmetry of nature as an example of
an oval and perfect face form, Cavalier Carlo describes
l'ompilia's face:
"A lovelier face is not in .rlome, 11 crled he,
"�haped like a peacock's egg, the pure as pearl,
that hatches you anon a snow-ehite chick."
(p.

69, ll.6J-J5)

Also, by the use of "snow-�hite chick" to describe }ompilia,
Cavalier Carlo is suggesting that Fompilia has the innocence
and naivet� of a new born bird, and its purity, a.s implied by
the unspotted whiteness of "snow-white."

Later in the mono

logue Pompilia is described as a cird once again.
This fragile egg, some careless wild bird dropped,
She had picked from where it waited the footfall,
And put in her own breast till forth broke finch.

(p. 72-?J. 11. 215-217)

11

.Fragile egg'' again evokes a picture of the delicacy of

.Pompilia, while "some careless wild bird:' implies the sordid
background into which 1-ompilia -was born.

T.:1.ese lines also
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stress Violante's gooiness because she rescued fompilia from
being ruined by the kind of li�e her real mother led.
Bird images are later extended to include other women
and, also, Guido..

.For example, in reference to Guido in

search of a wife:
Full soon would such unworldliness surprise
The rare bird, sprinkle salt on phoenix tail,
And so secure the nest: a sparrow-hawk.
(p. 75, 11. JJ4-JJ6)
Abate Paolo is speaking about iJ� he thinks Guido would
affect the women of 11.ome.

'rhe ·ise of words such as "rare

bird" and "phoenix'' refers to :.::e most unic;_ue young lady,
the best lady that Guido could impress.

Browning carries

the bird image further by compe�ing Guido's acquisition of
a wife to a man's sprinkling s�:t on a bird's tail in order
to capture it.

Abate Paolo cor::inues on to say that the

young women of Rome are not dra�n to a man for his appear
ance, because their mothers are looking for wealthy husbands
ancl husbands wi i:;h a good fan:il;;; !19.me for their daughters to
marry.
No lack ofmothers here in tlome,--no dread
Of daughters lured as larks by looking-glass!
The first name-pecki�g credit-scratching fowl
Would drop her unfled�eci. cuckoo in our nest.

(;. 75, 11. J37-J40J

Abate }aolo's remark "but it was long ago when crusades were,
and we sent ear;les forth! 0 impl:.2s that Guido's character
is far from being noble.
I'ompilia's in�-10cence is or;:e again implied when she is
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described as a bird being badgered and threatened by a wild
animal.

Here, Guido becomes the sneaky and evil animal, where

as Caponsacchi is treated as an ineffective, yet attractive
alternative for Pomvilia, when he is described as a decoy.
Which, like bird with a ferret in her haunt,
She needs must seize as sole way of escape
Though there was tied and twittering a decoy
To seem as if it tempt,--just the plume
O' the popinjay, not a real respite there
From tooth and claw of something in the dark,--
Giuseppe Caponsacchi.
(p. 85, 11. 779-785}
.f'ompilia defends her relationship and her flight v.•i th
Caponsacchi by noting th�t her actions wereas natural and
instinctive as those of a bird.

First she says her flight

was as natural as a bird's desire to fly to a warmer climate
in the winter, and names Caponsacchi's warmth toward her to
be her incentive.
"God put it in my head to fly,
As when the martin migrates: autumn claps
Her hands, cries "winter's coming, will be here,
Off with you ere the white teeth overtake!
F'lee ! ! So I fled: this friend was the warm day,
The south wind and whatever favors flight;"
(p. 93, 11. 1118-1121)
Pompilia also terms her light to be one for the safety of her
yet unborn child.

Imagery of a dove that seeks shelter and

gains a persistant will to fight for what she wants is the
defense for her actions.

Since this is an instinctive, natu-

ral action action suggests that it was the right step to
take:
So when the she-dove breeds, strange yearnings cooe
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For the unknown she�ter by undreamed-of shores,
And there is born a blood-pulse in her heart
To fight if needs be, though with flap of wing,
For the wool-flock or the fur-tuft, though a hawk
Contest the prize,-- (p. 102, 11. 1526-1531)
In "Other Half-Rome,

11

:i3rowr.ine; also employs lamb-lion

and lamb-fox and wolf images to portray the characters of
Pompilia and Guido.

For examf�e. Guido liked to display

his relationship with fompilia as one of a loving �aster
providing and caring for the r:eeds of his docile and inno
cent wife:
"the restif lamb
Used to be cherished in his breast," he groaned
"Eat from his hand &.:_:i drink from out his cup,
The while his finge�s pushed their loving way
Through curl on curl of that soft coat--alas,
And she all silverl:,,. t::3.aed. gratitude.
(r. 97, ll. 1294-1299)
'l'he quotation ll_�at from his h2. .'.1ci. and drink from out his cup"
is a Biblical allusion that S\.:�gest.sthat Guido is Christ
like in his love and care for f-o:n:r:llia, as was Christ in his
care for his flock.

The reade�, however, should remember

that it is Guido who is sayin€ this, thus it is his concep
tion of what he wants people to think of him.
In contrast to Guido's conception of himself is a
statement by the "Other Ralf-.2.orne II speaker as "Left Guido
lord o' the prey, as the lion is" (p. 80, 1. 532), which
pictures Guido's relationshiJ:. -soward. 1-ompilia to be a harm
ful one.

Other statements sucn as "At Guido's wolf-face

whence the sheepskin fell 11 (p. 90, 1. 987), and "there
sprang/Like an uncageQ beast, Guido's cruelty/On soul and
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body of his wife." ( p. 89, 11. 960-963), and "The beast
below the beast in brutishness!" (p. 97, 1. 1293) reinforce
the previous implication that Guido's true character, when
revealed, was animal-like in its ferocity, cruelty and
savager;/.
Although "Other Half-Rome" most definitely defends
�ompilia in contrast to h�lf-tlome's defense of Guido,
nother halr"-.tlome" comes to his judgement by viewing more
sides of the case than does "Ealf-Rome.

11

"Other Balf-rlome"

includes remarks of Guido in defense of himself, and. also
Abate Fa.olo's lines extoling the virtues of Guido.

Since

"Other half-Rome" is a bachelor, however, he cannot i;lace
himse:..f in Guido's situation and see Fompilia as an evil
pers�m.

Other Half-Rome's attitude seen1s to be more emo

tional than does Ealf-Rome's black or white judgement of the
situation, but the ending of 0ther half-tlome's monologue shows
us that we cannot completely trust his judgments either.

He

tells of a ti�e when Guido and himself were Go-heirs in a
will, and Gui.do insulted. Other Half-B.ome.

Thus, one must

consider that Other Ha.lf-Rome perhaps still felt the sting
of Guido's insult when he passed judgment upon Guido's
character:
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f'i

y honor's touched and shall deal death around 11
(p. 105. 1. 1681).

TERTiu:'. Q.UID
The Tertium Quid monologue consists of an abundance of
animal imagery relating to farE or game animals, which are
most often used to stress the positive characteristics of a
Sfecific person.

For negative characterizations, low life

forms of animals such as slugs, gnats, and carrion crow are
applied to various characters.

fietro and hifl worthless,

unadvancing life are compared :o one of the slowest moving
o�d lowest forms of life to crawl in the dirt--a slug.
That is, instead of ;u�ting a prompt foot
On selfish worthless human slugs whose slime
Has failed to lubricate their path in life,
Why, the fope picks �he first ripe fruit that falls
And gr,3.cious puts it in the verr:J.in's way.
(p. 108, 11. 116-120)
The above also suggests that fi�tro belongs to a lower class
of people, and that he has this station in life because he
has not striven for anything better or has not used his
assets to make movements forw��i.
Violante's character and station in life are also des
parged by portraying her as an old
patient and docile.
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.Harmless household sheep,"

It is hinted, however, that she is more

active in causing trouble than first appearances would admit.
How long, now, would the roughest marketman,
Handling the creatures huddled to the knife.
Har�ss a mutton ere s�e made a mouth
Or menaced biting? !et the poor sheep here.
Violante, the old in..�ocent burgess-wife,
In her first difficul�y showed great teeth
.ft'it to crunch up and swallow a good round crime.
(p. 109, 11. 127-lJJ)

Later in the monologue, describing the episode when
Violante and �ietro learn that Guido is penniless, the
speaker reveals their capacity for doing evil.

ln this in

stance, Violante and .f-ietro are likened to bothersome gnats
in the manner in which they unceasingly and loudly complain
The gnat image may

that they have been cheated by Guido.
be an application of Aesop's fable of
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The .Man and 1'he Gnat,"

in which a man indicates the tortue a stinging gnat has put
him through.

'Ihus, Violante and Pietro plague Guid.o with

these accusations and finally drive him to use cruelty in
order to rid theru from his home.
but when those who plague,
Do it f:.rom inside your own house and hone,
Gnats which yourself have closed the curtain round,
Noise goes too near the brain and makes you mad.
(p. 118, 11. 556-559)
Also, Pietro's and Violante's selfishness is pointed
out.

The cold, unfeelingness of the couple is brought out

by the fishing imagery which was also frequently used by the
rialf-Rome speaker to depict Violante's cruelty toward rompilia.
fompilia is used in this instance as an object of distraction
for Guido while Violante and Pietro sneaked off.
They baited their own hook to catch a-fish
with this poor worm, failed o' the prize, and then
Sought how to unbait tackle, let worm float
Or sink, amuse the monster �hile they 'scaped.
(p. 122, 11. 702-705)
fietro's and Violante's coldness toward Pompilia is
suggested by the use of images describing Pompilia as Pietro's
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and Violante's "pet lamb" that they raised, protected and
coddl�d in order to fulfill a specific purpose.

In this

case the lamb was well-fed in o�der to raise a good price at
the butcher's.
These fools forgot t�eir pet lamb, fed with flowers,
Then 'ticed as usual by the bit of cake,
Out of the bower intv the butchery.
(p. 121, 11. 670-673)
Besides imagery relating �o farm animals, most abundant
are metaphors relating to the :rapping, the hunting and k�Lll
ing of animals by man.

In re:erence to Pietro's and Violante's

attempt to acquire Guido for iv:npilia's husband under false
pretenses, and Guido and Paolc's ruse to gain Pcmpilia for
Guido's wife, Tertium Quid ques�ions his listeners:

"Which

bird. o' the brace/Decoyed the �ther into clapnet? u (p. 117,
11. 503-504).

�hen again in �eference to Guido's attempt to

catch Caponsacchi with Pompil�a, Tertium Quid says:

"Do you

fright your hare that you may catch your hare / 11 (p. 126, 1.
913).
However, when Guicio f ina:::..::..y does discover for!lpilia and
Caponsacchi together, Pompilia, expected to "Bury her brow
beneath his trampling foot • . . sprang at him like a
pythoness" (p. lj2., 1. .1153) s.::iout to be _stepped upon by
man but rearing up to protect �erself.

Pomfilia and

Caponsacchi together are also �eferred to as "game" (p. 132,,
1. 1174),- the hQnted, while Guido is the hunter.
When Guido appears at tte Comparini's villa, Pompilia is
pictured as a frightened dove flittering back and forti

making an attempt to escape:
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.Pompilia rushes here and there/

Like a dove among the lightnings in her brake,tt (p. 1J6.

11. 1J74-1J75).

"Lightnings" may refer to the discharge and

the liehted explosion of a hunter's gun.
A careful examination of how Tertium Quid uses animal
images to describe each character reveals his own character
to the reader.

By Tertium Quid's descriptions of the �omparini

as slugs, a low-life animal from, one can see that he detests
not only Violante and Pietro, but also the lower classes of
which they are a part.

Tertium Quid believes that the lower

classes should be squashed and not assisted to live on
through the aid of charity.

Heferences to fietro and Violante

as gnats sugr;est their insignificance as people and their
bothersome manners.

Tertium Quid. implie-s that Guido should

not be blamed for his cruelty as Pietro and Violante made him
11

mad 11 and caused him to be cruel, so that they would leave

his house.
In the fishing imagery, Tertium �uid likens Pompilia to
a "poor worm," a low life animal like her parents.
could be contrasted to the fishing images used in

'I'his
11

.Half

Rome" where the speaker does stress Violante's cruelty as
does Tertium �uid, but instead, refers to fompilia as a
"minnow" rather than a vrnrm.

A minnow connotes a beautiful,

delicate, graceful creature in contrast to a dirty, crawly
and slimy worm.

'l'hus, the use of this imagery imi.,lies that

Tertium Quid regards fompilia as a base and immoral creature.
The hunting-trapping imagery used in reference to
peopL� shows the heartlessness of a hunter and sportsman who
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kills for the sport of it.

A

hunter denies the worthiness

of animals so the speaker, in describing people as hunted
animals also denies the worthiness of these characters.
This also sho,,;s that he is not er.iotionally or humanly in
volved in this situation, but considers himself above it
all.

Since Guido is most often referred to as the hunter,

he is elevated by Tertium �uid to a position of power, and
of a higher class than all that he is hunting.

Since

Tertium �uid and Guido are bot::. members of the aristocratic
class, 7ertium Quid leans with favor toward Guido.

GUIDO
In his first monologue, Guido plays upon the sympa
thies and loyalties of his listeners by stressing his role
as a nobleman and a man of the Church.

Guido blames the

Church for the trouble that has occurred in his life.

He

talks of the Church as his ffiistress who tells him to follow
a specific path in life, and then punishes him for following
that path.

his metaphor comparing himself to a submissive

beast working hard for the sake of the Church is meant to
stress his loyalty to the Church 1 s tenets.
I protruded nose
To halter, bent my back of docile beast,
And now am whealed, one wide wou.nd all of me,
J:"or being found at the eleventh hour 0 1 the day
Fadding the mill-track, not neck-deep in grass:
(p. 146, 11. 1JJ-1J7)
Guido also boasts of his nobility, feeling like Tertium Quid,
that the nobility is a privileged class, deserving special
consideration and. attention.

Although Guido was born a

nobleman, he states that he was cheated out of the wealth
that is due a nobleman, and thus feels his lack of wealth
prevented him from being the man that he should be.
born fish with gill and fin
Fit for the deep sea, now left flap bare-backed
In slush and sand, a show to crawlers vile
Reared of the low-tide and aright therein . • •
(p. 146-147, 11. 172-1,.,1)
I' the wave• s retreat.
Guido also feels that he has somehow been cheated by
marriage as a whole, and specifically by .Ponpilia.

he

argues that he gav� his noble name to .Pornpilia and in turn
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expected her as his wife to be a
1. 604).

11

nightingale 11 (p. 156,

Guido carries the image further when he explains

his disappointment of finding that the "smoothe egg which,
laid within my nest,/Issues a cockatrice
sting like this against his breast,-659).

11

. �hetting a
(p. 157, 1. 654-

Guido uses a Biblical animal, the cockatrice, which,

although it begins life as a beautiful cock's egg, is
hatched by a reptile, and thus emerges from the egg as a
deadly and repulsive serpent.

This imagery suggests Guido's

surprise at discovering the serpentine character of fornpilia
and also stresses the hurt tha'c fompilia inflicted upon
Guido and on others.
Guido tells of }ompilia's refusal of any gesture of love
toward him in their marriag� and questions whether the
ffiarriage vows give him the rig�t to use force on rompilia •
.i:ie says that ?ornpilia is a haw�. not a constant, marriage
loving pigeon; a hawk that he must train to do as he wishes.
Pompilia was no pigeon, Venus' pet, • . •
--but a hawk,
I bought at a hawk's price·and carried home
To do hawk's service--. . •
I have paid my pound, await my penny's worth,
.So hoodwink, starve and properly train my bird.
And should she prove a haggard,--twist her neck!
(p. 158, 11. 699-708)
The implications of the above quotation mean that because
Guido bought �orapilia, he can treat her as he would a
harlot, and by training her, can force her to submit to his
sexual advances whenever he bids her.

�ost of all Guido

wishes to rule fompilia coffiple�ely, and he compares his

desires for her obedience to those of the Church dictating
to its subordinates.

Suido only says that perhaps he might

nave been a bit too harsh on Pompilia, but that if she had
learned to submit more quickly she would have spared herself
extra punishment.
Guido goes on to give a logical argument for the murder
of fompilia by saying that when he found Forrpilia and Capon
sacchi together and did not kill them in revenge, his
friends called him a coward.

rtowever, when Guido finally

took his revenge, he was admonished.

Be expects to draw

pity from his listeners by comparing hi�self to a gentle.
r

weak lam i who was being taken advantage of because of his
timidity.
Say l stand
Convicted of the having been afraia,
Proved a poltroon, no lion but a lamb-
Does that deprive me of my right of lamb
And give my fleece and flesh to the first wolf?
(p. 167. 11. 108901093)
Guido also shows the adverse emotional effect fompilia
had upon him when he refers to Fompilia's acts against him
as a worm eating its way through his death-like body:
»The worm which wormed its way from skin.through flesh/To the
bone and there lay bi ting. o.id its best.--" (p. 175, 11.
1478-1479).
Guido further pleads.madness when he relates his arrival
at the Comp�rini's villa, and, upon the opening of the door,
greets Violante face to face.

Guido says that if Fompilia

or �ietro had opened the door he might not have performed

the murder. yet his great hatred for the evil Violante
CB.used him to respond violentl:, toward her.

Guido compares

seeing Violante to tripping over a snake that is posed to
strike.
I had stumbled, firs: thing, on the serpent's head
Coiled with a leer at foot of it.
'I'here was the end!
Then was I rapt away �Y the impulse; one
Immeasurable everlas:in wave of a need
To abolish that detes:eu life. (p. 179, 11.
1651-1656)
�uido relegates Pompilia and �ietro to lesser evil animal
forms---- "More or less serpent-like:" (p. 179, 1. 1657),
and goes back to his worm meta�:.or for Pompilia and describes
them both as "earthworms" (p. l 1 St, 1. 1658).
Guido's final plea. is that ir" killing Por:1pilia and the
Comparini he has executed justice, acted as a soldier of God
by ridding the world of the si�=�l people.

uuty is the key

to his actions, and he compares �i�self to the soldier-bee
that gives up his life for the �ood of the rest of the hive.
The game here, I for Gou: a soldier-bee
That yields his life, �xenterate with the stroke
O' the sting that saves tne hive.
(p. 187, 11. 2008-2010)
Thus in his first monologue, Guido stresses the fact
that he was not the sinful one.

�e holds a rank among the

noble and among the men of the C:. 11rch, which proves him an
exceptional man.

Guido pleads :�at he has been cheated by

the hypocritical institutions o: i�rria�e and the Church,
and been driven to near madness �Y ?ompilia and Violante.
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Concerning the murder of Pompilia and the Cornparini, he
prides himself on eradicating the sinful people from the
earth.
Guido's monologue parallels that of Tertium �uid's in
that both have

a very carefully drawn argument which

leaned heavily upon Guido as a nobleman and a man of the
Church.

But Guido's monologue contains both an emotional

plea and an appeal to the sympathies of the people, while
at the same time organizing his thoughts and arguments in
a logical and intellectual framework.

CAPONSACCHI AiD P0hPILIA
In the Caponsacchi monolo€ue, Browning does not employ
a plethora of animal images in reference to many different
people as he does in the other monolo�ues.

Animal imagery

used within this monologue restricts itself to references
to deadly, venomous serpents a:.d reptiles.

Caponsacchi

first uses the reptilian image�y with reference to Pompilia.
This specific instance relates Caponsacchi's first feelings
about Fompilia before he knew r.er personally and realized
her plight.

Caponsacchi was barraged by frequent and secre

tive letters from Pompilia eve�ywhere that he went, and
plagued by her messengeTs.

Thc:s to Caponsacchi, Pompilia

became a bothersoI!le cr_:iarme:r, using her wiles and persiste.nce
to strike at him, and i.n the er,d ruin him:

"I still came at

every turn/On the soft sly adder, end.long 'neathe my tread."
(p. 202-203, 11. 610-611).
Caponsacchi, however, most often uses the reptilian
image to describe the soul and �haracter of Guido, which
Caponsacchi believes to be evil and ·venomous.

The most

apparent example of this is the reference that Caponsacchi
constructs with Guido compared to a scorpion.
I told you there's a picture in our church.
Well, if a low-browei verger sidled up
Bringing me, like a jlotoh, on his prid's point
A transfixed scorpic�. let the reptile writhe,
And then said, "See 2. thing the Rafael made-
This venom issued frc::i hadonna' s mouth!"
I should reply, "Rat�er, the soul of you
Had issued from your ooay, like from like,
By way of the ordur8-oorner!
(p. 204, 11. 657-665)
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Caponsacchi implies that Pol"Jpili.a's character is Madonna
pure, whereas Guido and his fabrication of love letters is
likened to a scorpion extruding its deadly venom.

Animal

symbolism conventional in the bestiaries of the late hiddle
Ages and in medieval religious works, often represent the
scorpion as symbolic of the sin cf lechery. lJ Thus, through
this symbol, one can readily ascertain Caponsacchi's view of
the character of Guido.
Guido is also portrayed as a snake by Caponsacchi be
cause of his past deeds toward Fompilia.

Caponsacchi be

lieves that Guido is as low-life a creature as a snake, and
hopes that he will not be given a death sentence, but rather
be punished by the people who know his reputation, with re
jection from the nobility--a punishmen·t fitting a snake.
As the snake, hatched on hill-top by mischance,
Despite his wriggling, slips, slides, slidders down
Hillside, lies low and prostrate on the smoothe
Level of the outer place, lapsed in the vale:
So I lose Guido in the loneliness.
(p. 232, 11. 1914-1918)
Caponsacchi continues by ima.gining Guido's fate of con
sorting with evil Biblical figures such as Judas, while they
are both in hel�.

This speculation stresses Caponsacchi's

previous accusations of the evil nature of Guido by pairing
Guido with the most evil character in the rlible, and rein
forcing it by using Biblical animal imagery:

"The cockatrice

is with the basilisk! (p. 2J2, 1. 1939).
Caponsacchi uses trapping imagery to imply that he was
merely a victim of the cruelty of Guido.

�hen Guido first

attempts to trap Caponsacch1 by the use of forged love
letters from fompilia.,Caponsacchi compares himself to a fly
caught in a spider's web.

Yet Caponsacchi, at this point,

believes that he will be able to escape the trap.
"--So tantalize and so enrage by turns,
Until the two fall each on the other like
Two famished spiders, as the coveted fly
That toys long. leaves their net and them at last!"
(p. 202, 11. 605-608)
Caponsacchi uses trapr:,ing imagery only to describe hi·s
role ln this situation; thus he is a character who believes
himself deceived by Guido. and perhaps 1s asking pity.

One

may note that he dC:_es not el:!lploy the trapping imagery to
describe other characters, as �oes Tertium �uid.

Thus Capon

sacchi is not merciless, nor re�oved from the situation as
Tertium Quid appears to be.

Caponsacchi is the gentle hu

ma.nitarian who would have- difficulty thinking of killing and
trapping animals.

The absense of many animal images in his

monologue also shows his humanitarj_anism.

Guido may have

trapped him into this situation, but Caponsacchi did not re
gret his decision to assist Ponpilia, for in helping her he
finally came to realize what true faith and spiritual love
was.
Pompilia's monologue is si�ilar to that of Caponsacchi's
in that it does not contain the use of a great deal of
animal images.

?ompilia confines herself mostly to deroga

tory references toward Guido, describing him as "wolf,"
"owl." "ox," and "serpent."

w�en she was first married,
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Pom.pilia's friends said Guido was a "wolf" (p. 239), and a
''snake" (p. 240j, and fompilia now agrees, saying:

11

1-1ell,

and they are right enough,/By the torch they hold up now:"
(p. 240, 11. 127-128).
A foreshadowing of Guido's true character was hinted at
when Pompilia first met him and described him as looking very
much like an owl:
When he proved Guido Franceschini,--old .
Hook-nosed and yellow in a bush of beard,
huch like a tning I saw on a boy's wrist,
He called an owl and used for catching birds,-
(p. 246, 11. 390-394)
Perhaps it was Guido's ominous looks that caused Pompilia to
say he looked like an owl, but her appositive for Guido, an
owl that was "used for catching birds 11 -was more perceptive
than she knew.

Guido himself was attempting to catch a

young tender "bird,

11

which in the end he would kill.

Poffipilia summarizes Guido's role and her own role in
their relationship by stressing his mastery over herself.
She refers to him as a serpent and herself as a lamb;

"the

lamb prone,/The serpent towering and triumphant-" (p. 273,
11. 1572-1573).

The preceding lines also imply ?ornpilia's

reluctance to admit that Guido was evil and her reluctance
to fight against him.

Pompilia is pictured as the epitome of

goodness, and thus she has tiifficulty conceiv:Lng of evil.
Fompilia's monologue stresses that she was an innocent vic
tim in the situation a�d also shows her naivete toward hu
mans and their capacity for evil.

She compares herself to a

lamb, symbolic of simplicity and innocence, who lets people
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control its life.
--well, I no more saw sense in what she said
Than a lamb does in people clipping wool;
Only lay down and let myself be clipped.
(p. 245, 11. J82-J84)
Pompilia implied that Guido thought she was an insigni
ficant person, and that he hated her and treated her badly.
This is exemplified when she asks a friar to write a letter
to the Comparini to beg them to take her back.

She tells

him to write
"• . • hate of you two dearest ones
I shall find liker love than found here,
• • • Take me away
And hate 'Il.e as you do the gnats and fleas,
Even the scorpions! iiow I shall rejoice!"
(p. 266, 11. 1285-1289)
She had come to the point of realization, through Caponsac
chi's help, that the life she was living with Gui�o was not
a normal one.

Pompilia's gratitude for Caponsacchi's sacri

fice for her is shown when she defends him against all dero
gatory statements.

Despite her laudatory comments about

Caponsacchi, the townspeo
· ple do not believe her and theydescry a spiaer in the midst.
One says, 11 The head of it is plain to see,"
And one, 11 'l'hey are the feet by which I· judge, 11
All say, "Those films were spun by nothing else."
(p. 257, 11. 920-923)
The opinions of Caponsacchi imply that he is spider-like in
the way he trapped fompilia into a sinful relationship, as a
spider might trap a fly in its web.

Pompilia's monologue reveals that she actually is an
innocent and pure young woman.

Her use of animal images,

especially picturing herself as a lamb, evokes a sense of
pity for her.

She is not purposely attempting to gain sym

pathy as Guido does in his monologue, but is merely re
peating what she felt her role in the situation was.

She

is shown in her monologue to be the epitome of Christian
virtue in that she is pure, unselfish, and forgiving.

Her

character implies that faith in God and purity are the most
important qualities that a person shoulu possess.

Her

actions are motivated mostly by intuition, faith and spiri.t
ual love, rather than through the results of learning and
logic.

THE LA'MY.C:hS
Following �ompilia's sympathetic monologue. Dominus
Hyacinthus De Archangelis has a difficult task to convince
anyone of Guido's innocence.

iiowever. Hyacinthus artfully

defends the all too obviously guilty Guido with little re
ference to the actual murder, but with concentration upon
small details of the case.

Byacinthus admits that Guido

seems guilty and openly states that he, in accepting the
defense of Guido, has choosen an extremely difficult role.
Hyacinthus, however, shows his confidence in his experience
and craftiness and compares his skill to that of an "old
f OX: 11

The old fox takes the plain and velvet path,
The young hound's predilection,--prints the dew,
Don't he, to suit t:-.eir pulpy pads of paw?
No! Burying nose deep down i' the briery bush,
Thus I defend Count �uido.

(p. 286, 11. 297-301)

Hyacinthus gives an exa�ple of his crafty defense, which
is to cite a hierarchical natLlral law that states that in
all animals protection of honor is instinctive; and then he
applies that rule to mean that a man who does not take re
venge for his insulted honor is lower on the great chain of
4
being than the animals.1
"�ihy that displeasc.re of the bee to aught
Which savors of incc�tinency, makes
The unchaste a very horror to the hive? .
11 Such is their h3.trci of immodest act,
They fall upon the offender, sting to death." .
the noble elephant, .
�ho seeing, much offence beneath his nose,
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His master's friend exceed in courtesy
The due allowance to his master's wife,
Taught them good manners and killed both at once,
l",aking his master and the world admire.
(p. 290, 11. 455-510)
'i'hus Hyacinthus equates Guido's murder of 1-ompilia with the
rule of natural order, implying that it was Guido's duty to
punish .Pompilia who had insulted his honor.

Because Hyacin

thus parallels Guido's revenge to an instinctual act and
also the duty of a husband, he views tne deed as morally
right.
Throughout the entire monologue, hyacinthus shows little
serious interest in or emotion for the life of his client,
Guido.

For a man who in his discourse on natural law praises

the nobility of.animals, iiyacinthu� does not seem to take this
argument seriously.

Throughout the remainder of his mono

logue, he mentions animals, but only in their capacity as
food to fill his empty stomach.

He is constantly interrupt

ing his arguments for Guido with all too wor�ly thoughts of
a "18:mb' s fry'.' ( p.

303, 1. 1086), "a por�upine to barbecue 11

(p. JlO, 1. 1J68), and "Fried liver • • • chopped fine with
parsley" (p. 291, 1.

536).

Thinking to himself about his

porcupine f·or barbecue, he implies that he must hurry with
this case so that he can E;et home in time to instruct his ··
wife on the proper way to cook it.

On returning to his

argument, his slip of the tongue; "uur stomach • . . I mean,
our soul is stirred within (p. JlO, 1. 1J76), shows where
most of his concern lies.

Une 1,,;onders if his rami::-lings

about food were inserted into his defense purposely to make
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his audience forget about the seriousness of Guido's crime.
while hyacinthus De archan�elis seems to want to avoid
discussing Guido's character at length, Johannes-Baptista
Bottinius' strategy consists of concentrating upon the char
acter of Yompilia in order to convict Guido.

For example,

Bottinius suggests that although others have compared Fom
pilia to a lamb, one must realize that lambs oan be playfully
naughty:

"I-repare to find that, lamb-like, she too frisks 11

(p. 325, 1. 22J).

Bottinius t�us implies that �ompilia led

a gay life. u.ntil she "was barred.. from the old free life 11
( p. 325. 1. 247) by Guido's crack of the whip.

Guido's use

of force toward. .Fo.mpilia showed. how Guido treated her as an
animal and the comparison is mad.e of Guido as a farm hand
reprimanding a stray heifer:
Demur we? Nowise: r.eifer brave the hind?
We seek not there sho�ld lapse the natural law,
The proper piety to lord and king
And husband: let the heifer bear the yoke!
(p. 325. 11. 250-253)
Bottinius further cites gossip about rompilia that says
that Pompilia shared her favors with many men.

Here Bottinius

uses a flower image to descri�e Pompilia, but the men in her
life, he describes
as insignificant
insects, sucking nectar
.
from her.

The d.i versi ty and nurTJ.ber of insects used in the

comparison su�gests rom�ilia's indescriminate promiscuousness.
Which butterfly of tte wiae air shall brag
"I was preferred to Guido 11 -when 't is clear
The cup. he quaffs at, lay with olent breast
Open to gnat, medge,
oee and mothe as well?
(p. 327, 11. Jl0-Jl3 )
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Because of all the gossip about fompilia, Bottinius can
not state that Fompilia is all-pure, but uses the argument
that she is not to blame, as rerhaps her affairs with other
men were "motivated by ignorance, fear, and feminine weak

ness." 14

A prime example of this would be Hyacinthus' claim

that Po�pilia could not have written the love letters be
cause she could not write; and. in return, ilottinius' rebuttal
tr.at, just as a witless parrot through hunger for a tasty
reward can be taught to talk--- 11 as the move o' the maw, .
makes a parrot bid 'Good day!

11

(p. JJO, 11. 451-�52)

.f'orupili.a, thou2-:h perhaps as witless as a parrot, "through
hunger after fellowship,/May well have learned, though late,
to play the scribe:" (p. JJO, 11. 455-L�56).

Thus by show

ing Pompilia as lonely, afra.id and unhappy in her life with
Guido, Bottinius gives her a good reason to want to write
the letters.
At the end of the monolo.rt...e, Bottinius reviews the
sympathy that Pompilia's d.eatr:-'bed monologue evoked and ex
plains her foiling Guido's last cruelty toward her by feign
ing death.

Bottinius compares her to a wily eel.
For to the last forn;ilia played her part,
Used the right Deans to the permissible end,
And, wily as a.n eel :hat stirs the mud
Thick overhead, so bafflin� spearman's thrust,
She, while he stabbe� her, simulated death,

(p. 351, 11. 1407-1411)

Perhaps the most forceful prosecution against Guido was
also put in terms of Pompilia's character rather than Guido's:
"he slew a saint/Who sinned no: even where she may have sinne6.�
(p. 35J, 11. 1478-1479).

TiiE I-OPE

The �ope's monologue can be contrasted with the lawyers'
monologue in that it is more emotional and places less stress
upon intellectual strategy and logic.

'rhe Pope views this

case in a broad spectrum, by reviewing the motives of each
person involved.

He stresses Guido's motives rather than

his external appearance and actions.

Guido never fails to

announce his noble birth and breeding and his life in the
Church as indicative of this character, yet the Pope sees
through that rather superficial fagade to the man beneath.
he shrinks up like the ambiguous fish,
Detaches flesh from shell and outside show,
And steals by moonlight (I have seen the thing)
In and out, now to prey and now to skulk.
Armor he boasts when a wave breaks on beach,
Or bird stoops for prize: . . .
Already is the slug from out its mew . . .
�rostrate among the filthy feeders---faugh!
And when Law takes hi� by surprise at last,
Catches the foul thing on its carrion-prey,
Behold, he points to shell left high and dry,
Pleads, n..aut the case out yonder is myself! 0
(p. Jb7, 11. 484-504)
Thus the Pope likens Guido to a shellfish, perhaps a snail,
which can thrive in or out of its shell.

As a snail uses its

shell as a hiding place when danger nears, but leaves its
shell to feed on carrion, Guido uses his nobility and Church
life to conceal his evil character and practices.

Of course,

when Guido is caught in his evil deeds, his defense again is
merely his external noble birth and r,osition in the Church.
The Pope uses animal terms to stress the crude animal
like motives that Guido possesses:· "�hose appetite if brut-

ish is a truth." (p. 368, 1. 539) explains Guido's inordi
nate desire to gain money; while "sinks man past level of
the brute" (p. 368, 1. 538) lowers Guido not only below man,
but below beast in the great chain of being.

The Fope be

comes more specific by identifying Guido as a wolf who
ravenously feasted upon "the lanb-like child." (p. 368, 1. 556j
for his own brutish gratification.
The idea of Guido as a low-life animal and of Guido's
gaining satisfaction from feasting is once again extended
when the

Pope

eats carrion.

refers to Guido as a "gar-crow," a bird that
This section also notes the Comparini's

ability to take reven6e on Guid.o by revealing to him the
story of Po�pilia's birth.
that as the gar-crow treats
The bramble-finch so treats the finch the moth,
And the great Guido is minutely matched
By this same couple.
(F. 369, 11. 577-580)
The Pope also passes judgment upon the rest of Guido's
family implying that their characters are just as evil, if
not more evil than Guido's.

The Abate is described by the

Pope as "This fox-faced horrible priest, this brother-brute-
why, mere wolfishness looks well," (p. 375, 11. 875-876) which
makes him a worse character than Guido because of his craft
iness and slyness.

The �ope refers to Girolamo as a

"hybrid u (p. 376, 1. b94J, a cress between wolf (violence)
and fox (craft).

However, the

i-ope

implies that the true

source of the brothers' evil natures springs from the evil
within their mother, and the manner in which she brought up
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her offspring.

The Pope compares Guido's mother to a leo

pard fostering cruelty in her cubs:
no one word,
No gesture to curb cruelty a whit
lV;.ore than the she-pard thwarts her playsome whelps
Trying their milk-teeth on the soft o'the throat
O' the first fawn, flung, with those beseeching eyes,
Flat .in the covert!.
she lets youth take its pleasure •.
(p. 376, 11. 910-920)
. The Pope represents. an important character in The Iiing
and the Book in that he does not have the prejudices that
"Half-Rome II and "Other Half-Rome" hold, or the disintere.st
that Tertium Quid has in the case, or the unfailing ego of
Guido.

Realizing the limi.tations of man, tr,e Pope does not

believe that he alone holds the truth, but knows that with
his wisdom acquired over the years and his love for God and
riis creations, he can ·ciake a fair judgment of the case.
Pope

relies on his intuition to make a judgment rather than

the logic and intellectualism applied by Tertium Quid and
the lawyers.

The Pope realizes that some people of the

Church are hypocritical as Guido suggested, but he says
that man can rise above the institution of the Church to
seek the truth through the spiritual love of mankind and
God.

'rhe

GUIDO
The second Guido monologue is a definite contrast to
his first in that he now confirms the Pope's accusations of
his brutish character.

Guido still proclaims his innocence

because he sees himself just as blameless as do all the
other hypocritical people of the world.

He admits that he

is a human with human failings, and compares himself to a
sheep-lamb being mercilessly sacrificed.

His reference to

his impending execution shows his innocence and helplessness
in the situation-"Not a crib at dawn its pittance from a
sheep/Destined ere dewfall to be butcher's meat!

11

(p. 411,

11. 341-342).
Guido realizes that he is near death, so that this mono
logue is highly emotional and reveals his honest feelings and
true character.

As in the first monologue, Guido again

loudly accuses the Church for his actions.

Guido uses Bibli

cal and Aesopic allusions to a wolf-in sheep's clothing to
stress the fact that the Church allowed him to be a two
faced person.

He also implies that the Church is just as

hypocritical as he is.
had you so warned me, • . • forced me choose,
indulge
Or else renounce oy instincts, still play wolf
ur find my way submissive to your fold . . .
.i3ut you as good as bade me wear sheep's wool
Over wolf's-skin, suck blood and hide the noise
By mimicry of something like a bleat-(p. 422, 11. 817-823)
This indicates that Guido finally admits his evil wolf-like
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nature that heretofore had been hidden under a noble and
holy fa;ade.

He again confesses his evil nature by using

wolf-imagery in relation to his trickery toward Violante and
Pie trc:

11

the shepherd crooks a sheep-like thing/and meaning

to get wool, dislodges fleece/And finds the veritable wolf
beneath." (p. 429-430, 11. ll?J-1175).
Guido says that when Violante and Pietro discovered his
character they attempted to aggravate him all the more, and
thus Guido concludes that Violante and Pietro deserved their
end because they had used their evil against him.

Guido

reiterates that Violante and Pietro should have known what
consequences they would incur by attempting to trick him.
He uses the wolf imagery to describe the Comparini's predi
cament:
these, forsooth,
Tried whisker-plucking, and so found what trap
The whisker kept perdue, two rows of teeth
Sharp, as too late the prying fingers felt.
(p. 4JO, 11. 1185-1188)
Just as Guido claims that the Comparini were evil, he
also states that most humans are .basically evil.

He believes

that probably the only path to goodness would be to become a
priest in the Church and never waver from that role.

He re

surrects the docile beast-priest metaphor used in his first
monologue and uses it to say that if man follows the holy
path, he will and must forget the pleasures of a worldly
life:
The muzzled ox that treadeth out the corn,

Gone blind in paddi� round and round one path,-
As to the taste of -��een grass in the field!
(p: 436, 11. 1464-1466)
Perhaps Guido's only sin �as that he could not forsake
worldly pleasures, and therefore could not be a good priest.
He does admit to his confessors that ''life without absolute
use /Of the actual sweet therein, is death, not life''
(p. 436, 11. 1482-1483).

Therefore Guido does have a love

for life, but only if he could live it no� as a hypocrite._
fie wants to be able to live as a human, with others accept
ing him despite his human frailities.

This he uses for a

defense of hls actions, and probably

to gain sympathy

from others by stating that his downfall was caused by a
human fraility.

His last plea �o be saved, although some

believe it to be a cry of repe�tance, serves as the epitome
of his evil, but all too human nature.

Only a worldly, evil

and arrogant man would do anyt�ing to save his life, includ
ing, in this case, a plea for =ercy to people for whom he
once had an intense hatred.
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Browning's use of animal imagery has clearly portrayed
the characters of The rling and the book through pictures that
arise in one's mind and through the multi-faceted s ymbolic
implications that the imagery evokes in one's imagination.
browning has applied either positive or negative imagery to
characters so that the reader either will regard them with
favor or shun them with Qisgust.

However, the imagery em

ployed in Browning's text reveals not only his attitude
toward a particular character, but implies his attitudes
towards, and conclusions concerning, human beings and life
itself.
The poet's use of images implying goodness, such as
lamb or bird, contrasted ¼ith images connoting evil, such as
snake or wolf, suggests his involvement in the perennial
problem of conflict between good and evil.

The .I-ope, the

unbiased character :tn ·rhe Hing an9:. th� Book, describes Guido
using bestial images, while Yompilia is t�e lamb-like child,
so that one may conclude that Guido is representative of
evil, while .Pompilia parallels the good.

Since Guido in the

end is executed, one can consider that Browning believes in
the eventual triumph of �ood over evil.
One must agree that Browning believes Guido to be evil
because of what is .r:.idden in his character-his selfis'.nness
and hypocrisy.

Guido admits his hypocritical nature throup;h

the imagery of wearing "sheep's wool over wolf's skin"
(p. 433, 11. 821-822), yet Guido also says that the men of
the Church influenced him into playing both roles, and that
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they, too, a.re hypocrites.

Thus one may conclude that all

men, not only Guido, are fundamentally hypocritical and if
the Church fails, tt is only because of the human beings and
their limitations that go into making up the Church.
Guido also believed that, like himself-"I knew that
just myself concerned myself" (p. 407, 1. 163)-all men are
selfish.

Ee said that men always consider what advantage

any act will have in it for them, and this trait lowers man
to the animal level.
Have you stooped
For your own ends to bestialize yourself
By flattery of a fellow of this stamp?
(p. 4�9. 11. 1156-1158)
Perhaps the only character in 'l'he Rinp_; and the Book who was
not selfish was Caponsacchi.

He risked his priestly vows

in order to help fompilia, so that deed was purely an act of
Christian spiritual love.

Thus, Caponsacchi shows that only

through a strict faith in God and a spiritual love of man
kind can man avoid evil.

Caponsacchi is the example of the

Pope's belief that only Christianity raises man above the
animal.
In conclusion, Browning may wish to show us the perils
of religious doubt so prevalent in his time.

Browning once

said that the "Old Yellow Book was evidence of inadequacy of
16,
yet this inadequacy
organized religion and secular law,"
is caused by the· limitations in man's nature.
represents a man who
him.

Guido

let his human frailities overpower

''Guido is a mirror of what all men have it �;ithin
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themselves to be unless they are redeemed by Christianity.
Browning best sums up the human conditionour human speech is nought,
Our human testimony false, our fame
And human estimation words and wind.

(p. 477. 11. 8J4-8J6)

and states that the importance of man lies in the value of
"the soul of man to man. 11

(

p. 476, 1. 8JO).

11

1 'k
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One can easily notice the similiarity of animal images
used in The Ring and !he Book and in "Fra Lippa Lippi,''
"Nr. Sludge:

The .Medium," and "Caliban upon Setebos. 11

11

1',ra

Lippo Lippi's 11 animal imagery largely concerns animals that
are trapped, prisoned, or captured, and Lippi evokes some
pity by the use of these.

The animal-imprisonment theme

shows Lippi's frustrations as a monk-artist, feeling trapped
by the conventional ideas of the monastery and medieval
ecclesiastical art.

In ·rhe Ring and the Book the trapping

and imprisonment imagery occurs to show the cruelty of the
Comparini toward 1-'ompilia and also their plan to trap Guldo
for fompilia.

Other images within "Bra Lippa Lippi" are

free, natural and sensual such as "Like the skipping of
rabbits by moonlight" (1. 59J.

'l'hese contrasting images of

imprisonment and freedo� used by the same speaker indicate
a conflict �ithin the character.

There is some similarity

between Fra Lippo Lippi and Guido as both are men of the
Church who do not closely follow the tenets of their religion
because of their human frailities.

In his first monologue,

Guido plays upon the sympathies of his audience and even
compares himself to a gentle laI!lb, whereas in his second
monologue he confesses his brutishness, using wolf images.
One cannot but notice the similarity between Lippo and
Guido in that neither could forsake worldly pleasures.
Lippo says "The world and life's too big to pass for a dream"
(1. 251) and. Guido believes that "life without absolute use/
Of the actual sweet therein, is death. not life O
11. 1482-148Jj.

( p.

L�J6,

In "Mr. Sludge:

The Medium," the majority of animal

images are repulsive or derogatory, such as "worm," "hack,"
"ant-eaters long tongue • . • crusted o'er with creatures
slick," and "showman's ape;" and Sludge is the speaker in the
poem mainly talking about himself.

His use of these animal

images in his speech reflect his true personality.

Lowly

forms of animals describe character in The .Ring and the Book.
In this case other personnages describe Pietro and Violante
using crude animals and thus give an indication of their
true character.
In The Ring and the Book the imagery is more fully
developed and often functions symbolically.

In most of

Browning's earlier poems the imagery often stems from single
words and phrases which leave a single impression.

In The

Hing and the Book imagery extends to Biblical and Ji.esopic
traditions which leave various impressions.

The imagery of

'?ra Lippo Lippi" is used to highlight the conflict present
with one character, wheras the iriagery in "oludge" is used to
discover the truth about the real personality of a character.
In Caliban the imagery serves to describe character while
satirizing particular religious traditions.
the
--

Book
---

The Ring and

is the culmination of all of these in that the

imagery shows conflicts in cha�acters and in their beliefs;
reveals the true personality of characters, and is used to
satirize.

And just as the facts of the Old Yellow Book have

been shaped artfully into The �in� and the Book, Browning
has gathered the best uses of i2agery in his earlier poems

75.
and this

11

rough ore be rounded to a ring,

gold ring of verse 11

(11. 865-869).

•

•

• Thy rare

A.l:-.PENDI.X

An alphabetical index of animal images that refer to character.
I.

The Ring and the Book
Half-Rome

II.

The Other Half-Rome

III.

Tertium Quid

IV.
V.

Count Guido Franceschini
Giuseppe Caponsacchi

VI.

VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.

XII.

adder
VI., 1. 202-203 (Pompilia)
basilisk
VI., 1.

1939

bait
II., 1. 270-273 (Pompilia)
II., 1. 339-340 (Pompilia)
II., 1. 1345-1351 (Pompilia)
be?.st
III., 1. 960-963 (Guido)
III., 1. 1293 (Guido)
V., 1. 133-134 (Guido)
bee

v.,

1. 2008-2010 (Guido)
VIII., 1. 485

bird
III., 1. 779
IV., 1. 503-504
bull

IV., 1. 1555
IV., 1. 1569 (Guido)
butterfly
IX., 1. 310

Pompilia
Dominus Hyacinthus
Johannes-Baptista Bottinius
The Pope
Guido
The Book and the Ring

chick
II.• 1. 830-832 (Pompilia)
III., 1. 63-65 (Pompilia)
cockatrice
V., 1. 655 (Pompilia)
VI., 1. 1939 .(Guido)
II., 1. 1053 (Guido)
III., 1. 1453-1455 (Guido)
v •• 1. 563-564
VI., 1. 100-101 (Caponsacchi)
dove
III., 1. 1526-1531
IV., 1. 1J74-1J75 (Pompilia)
VI., 1. 607
IX., 1. 122J-1227 (Pompilia)
eel

IX., 1. 1409-1411 (Pompilia)
ferret
III., 1. 779 (Guido)
finch
III., 1. 215-217
fish
II., l. 1J48
IV •• 1 .. 702
V., 1. 172-174 {Guido)
X., 1. 484 (Guido)
II., 1. 1345-1351 (Pompilia)
VI., 1. 607 (Caponsacchi)
XI., 1. 2250-2257
fowl

III., 1. 339

lion
III., 1. 532 (Guido)
1. 796 (Guido)

v� •
martin

III., 1. 1119 (Fompilia)
mouse
III., 1. 412 (Abate Paolo)
nightingale
V., 1. 604 (Pompilia)
owl
VII., 1. 390-394 (Guido)
ox

XI., 1. 1464-1466
phoenix

III., 1. 335
II., 1. 319 (Guido)
pythoness
IV., 1. 1153 (Pompilia)
scorpion
II., 1. 1296-1298
III., 1. 560 (Guido)
III., 1. 1160-1162 (Guido)
VI., 1. 657-660 (Guido)
VII., 1. 1287-1288
serpent
V., 1. 1651-1652 (Violante)
VIII., 1. 1573 (Guido)

sheep
IV ••
XI.,
XI .•
XI.,

1.
1.
1.
1.

130-133 (Violante)
J41-J42 (Guido)
821 (Guido)
1173-1175 (Guido)

IV., 1. 116-120 (Pietro)
spider
II., 1. 1155-1157 (Guido)
VI., 1. 606-607 (Guido, Pornpilia)
VII., 1. 920-923 (Caponsacchi)
vermin
IV., 1. 120 (Pietro)
viper
II., 1. 14J4-14J7 (Pompilia)
wolf
I., 1. 605-622 (Guido)
III., 1. 987 (Guido)
VII., 1. 239 (Guido)
X., 1. 555-556 (Guido)
XI., 1. 817-823 (Guido)
XI .• 1. 1173-1175 (Guido)
XI., 1. 1185-1188 (Guido)
worm
III., 1. 694 (Guido)
IV., 1. 703
V., 1. 1478-1479 (Po�pilia)
V., 1. 1658 (�ompilia and Pietro)
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His art is of such power
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